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Terry Kinard is an unassuming All-America football player who enjoys
playing basketball as much as any sport. Rubbing elbows with Bob Hope,
selection to the Playboy All-America team and being honored by his
hometown were all taken in stride by Kinard last season according to
Cricket Yates, the author of this piece on Clemson s free safety.
Football Equipment
Ever wonder how much it costs to outfit just one Tiger gridder. Kim Kelly
did and she discusses everything from chinstraps to girdles in her article
on Clemson football equipment.
Year of the Tiger in japan
The long awaited trip is upon us as the Clemson football team will depart
for the Orient this Tuesday. A lot went into the negotiations and planning
for Clemson s longest grid excursion in history. Tim Bourret talked with
the Clemson people involved in the organization and with some people
who have made the Mirage Bowl trip.
The Clemson Press Box
Ever wonder how Jim Lampley gets those scores so quickly with details
about a game. He calls press box assistants like Clemson s Cricket Y'ates
who gives him the info rapidly. That's just one of the functions of the
press box crew at Clemson. David Fowler discusses the organization
and duties performed on Saturday afternoon . . . and night
Orange Bowl Revisited
January 1, 1982 will be a time long remembered for Clemson football fans
for that was the date the Tigers rose above all kinds of odds to capture
college football's top spot. Jeff Rhodes takes us back just 11 months to
the classic victory.
University Feature
Clemson intramurals let people take off steam and enjoy the true meaning
of sport. R brings together people from all departments and adds to the
camaraderie of the University.
Senior Sponsors
Today is the final home appearance for many Tiger seniors who have
had to sacrifice a lot for Clemson football over the last four seasons. In
this, the final program, the seniors each honor one woman who has had
a significant impact on their lives at Clemson.
Today s program is published by the Clemson Football Program Committee:
Editor: Tim Bourret
Designer & Assistant Editor: Kim Kelly
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Sam Blackman
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On the Cover: Terry Kinard, perhaps the greatest defensive back
in Clemson history, closes his career at Clemson today against
the Gamecocks. On the cover of this program he returns an
interception against Georgia in 1981, a 13-3 victory he and his
teammates will long remember.
Season Finale in the Valley
By Jeff Rhodes
Many, many years ago, a fellow named
David grabbed a roek in desperation and
struck the giant Goliath right between the
eyes to give meaning to the word "upset."
Ever since then, the trend of prohibitive
underdogs rising up and thumbing their
noses in the faces of favorites has continued.
Who would have ever thought Daniel
would have walked out of the Lion's Den
without a scratch? Or when the Trojans not
only beat the Spartans, but burned their
city? No one expected Hadrian to go over
the Alps with elephants for his victory and
more recently, does anyone know if the
Soviet hockey team is still in Siberia after
losing to the up-start Americans?
The potential for a repeat of any of these
occurrences is very possible as Clemson
faces its arch-rival, South Carolina. Clem-
son is on a roll, having won its last seven
games, while the Gamecocks have faltered
to a 4-6 record under first-year coach
Richard Bell. If there was any possibility
Cliff Austin needs 99 yards to set Clemson
single season record.
of an upset, it would be in this 80th renewal
of the "Bragging Rights Bowl."
"I don t like the situation we're in," said
Danny Ford discussing the game. "They
have not had a good season so far, but all
they have to do is throw all of their eggs in
one basket, beat Clemson and they will
have a successful season. It is just like we
were two years ago."
Seven times in the storied history' ol this
game the underdog has come up with a
startling performance to best the team that
was heavily favored, with Clemson pulling
the trick four times, to the Gamecocks'
three occasions. In 1934, Clemson was 1-2
going into the State Fair game, but the
Tigers beat the Gamecocks, who were 3-1,
19-0. The Tigers would not pull any upset
again until the 1970s, when they won three
times, 1971, 76, and two years ago when
the magical orange britches were used for
the first time.
In 1941 and again in 1958, Clemson had
Terry Kinard needs one interception to tie ACC
mark.
undefeated records but the Gamecocks
pulled out all of the stops to beat the
Tigers. In 1949, a winless South Carolina
team got its first victory ofthe season with a
27-13 win over Frank Howard's Clemson
team.
South Carolina has seen its share of frus-
tration so far this season. After starting the
season with a pair of wins, the Gamecocks
have only won twice more with six defeats,
including a David-Goliath loss of their own
to in-state rival Furman.
South Carolina has been inconsistent
this season. The offensive line started out
on a bad note, as Mark Austin was injured
when a tractor rolled over on him at home
before fall practice began, and players had
to be moved around on the line. Bell has
had to play musical quarterbacks, as both
sophomore Bill Bradshaw and senior
Gordon Beckham have been hot and cold.
Injuries have played a part in other areas,
as three members of the Gamecock sec-
ondary have missed playing time over the
season.
Don't be fooled into thinking that the
Gamecocks do not have any talent left,
though. The offensive line is anchored by
center Kenny Gil, who has moved from
guard to fill in for Austin, and has done an
admirable job. The Carolina trench unit
also has a pair of 6-3 bookends in Tim
Dyches and Cas Danielowski, two
holdovers from the 1980 unit that may
have been Carolina's best line.
While neither Bradshaw nor Beckham
have taken charge of the Gamecock of-
fense, the pair can make things happen.
Last week against Navy, Beckham came off
the bench to lead Carolina on a fourth-
quarter march that consumed over eight
minutes to help preserve the win over the
Midshipmen. The pair of signal callers
have thrown nine touchdowns.
A highlight on offense for the Gamecocks
has been running back Thomas Dendy.
The freshman from Fountain Inn, SC, was
originally signed as a wide receiver, but has
turned into the Gamecocks workhorse on
the ground. Dendy rushed 20 times for 155
yards last week, and that gives him 742 for
the season, a mark that surpasses George
Rogers freshman record.
On the defensive side, an injury-
plaqued secondary has given up 180 yards a
game, but Harry Skipper, Troy Thomas,
and Pat Bowen are all healthy now and
should give the Tiger offense a hard time.
The defensive line is anchored by All-
America candidate Andrew Provence. The
senior from Savannah, GA, has 119 total
2
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tackles and he leads the team in tackles for
loss and quarterback sacks. The 6-5, 255-
pound human thrashing machine also has
caused two fumbles and recovered four.
Danny Ford will be glad to see this player
leave as he has always had a good game
against the Tigers.
Other hit men for the Gamecocks in-
clude linebacker J. D. Fuller and middle
guard Ricky Hagood, who are second and
third on the Gamecock tackle chart.
One area of the Gamecock attac k that has
not suffered this season is the foot of kicker
Mark Fleetwood. The junior from Atlanta,
GA, is 15-of-16 on field goals and his only
miss was from 56 yards against Georgia.
The Gamecocks got the ball right back after
a fumble and Fleetwood redeemed himself
with a 58-yarder that split the uprights.
The Tigers have gotten better every
week after the two opening season mis-
cues. Senior quarterback Homer Jordan
made his comeback attempt last week
against Maryland as he went 4-7 passing
and he directed the Tigers on two second-
half scoring drives. Mike Eppley also
turned in his usual good performance,
completing 4-of-8 passing, rushing for
17 yards, and running the option play to
perfection.
The Tiger defense also played well last
week, even though they did give up chunks
of real estate via the passing route, they did
shut down the Maryland rushing attack
by only allowing the Terps one extended
land drive.
While the Clemson-South Carolina
game is the most anxiously awaited event
of the fall, the coming of The Game marks
the end of the seniors' careers. We would
like to thank and recognize those senior
players, managers, and trainers who will
be running down the hill for the last time.
The players, who have compiled a rec-
ord of 33-10-1 over their four-year careers,
including wins over Notre Dame, Georgia,
North Carolina and Nebraska, are: DT Ver-
nie Anthony, TB Cliff Austin, DT Dan
Benish, OG Brian Butcher, RB Brendon
Crite, TE Bubba Diggs, OG Bob Frierson,
DE Joe Glenn, DE Andy Headen, P Ri-
chard Hendley, QB Homer
Jordan, FS Terry Kinard, DB Randy
Learn, LB Otis Lindsey, WR Frank Mag-
wood, SS Carl Martin, OT Bob Mayberry,
FB Jeff McCall, TB Chuck McSwain, MG
Chuck Meeks, LB Johnny Rembert, DE
Mark Richardson, DB Sonny Sealy, WR
JefrStockstill, LB Danny Triplett, and TE
Jim Wurst.
The senior managers and trainers, who
do more work than they are recognized for,
include: Ben Massingill (Easley, SC), Field
Manager Jimmy Seay (Spartanburg, SC),
Head Manager JefFSingletary (Charleston,
SC), Alan Wertz (Charleston, SC), Tony
Blackwell (Gaffney, SC), Joe Franks
(Greensboro, NC), Patty Barrett (Chapin,
SC), Bob Easley (Greenville, SC), and
Chip Winchester (Easley, SC). A special
recognition also goes to Cricket Yates, who
will be admitted to the Press Box Alumni
Association after this game. (See page 57)
As in the past, records, statistics, and
everything else can go out of the window
because Clemson and South Carolina will
be playing on the football field. For the
winner, the prize will be a much more
cheerful winter, while the loser will have to
put up with the other school's bragging
until next November, when the two rivals
will tee it up again.
Statistically Speaking
1982 Clemson Stats 1982 South Carolina Stats
(Won 7, Lost 1, Tied 1) (Won 4, Lost 6)
Rushing Rushing
Att. Yds. Avg. TD LG Att. Yds. Avg. TD LG
Austin 174 947 5.4 12 47 Dendy 118 742 6.3 4 70
C. McSwain 102 531 5.2 6 82 Berry 134 577 4.3 3 23
McCall 65 272 4.2 4 13 Blasingame 54 224 4.1 42
163 3.7 1 19 Lewis 52 206 4.0 2 14
Flagler 22 100 4.5 14 West 33 162 4.9 16
CLEMSON 511 2414 4.4 25 82 S. CAROLINA . . 518 2128 4.1 12 70
Opponents 312 1169 2.5 7 28 Opponents .... 438 1500 3.4 14 46
Passing Passing
Att. Comp. Int. Yds. TD Pet. Att. Comp. Int. Yds. TD Pet.
Jordan 78 41 6 449 1 .526 Beckham 137 57 11 692 7 .416
Eppley 60 31 3 380 1 .517 Bradshaw 106 52 5 486 2 .491
Parete 7 5 121 2 .714 Bishop 3 2 30 1 .667
CLEMSON . . 145 77 9 950 4 .531 Lewis 2 .000
Opponents 322 180 17 2107 7 .559 S. CAROLINA 248 111 16 1208 10 .448
Opponents 294 150 12 1828 14 .510
Receiving Receiving
PC Yds. Avg. TD LG PC Yds. Avg. TD LG
Magwood , . . 21 375 17.9 o 42 Corley 20 138 6.9 1 22
Stockstill 18 133 7.4 16 Hillarv 19 332 17.5 2 57
Alley 114 16.3 22 Berry 14 121 8.6 22
C. McSwain 4 35 8.8 13 Wade 13 274 21.0 3 60
Dunn 5 16 3.2 1 12 Dendv 9 56 6.2 14
CLEMSON 77 950 12.3 4 42 S. CAROLINA . . Ill 1208 10.9 10 60
Opponents 180 2107 11.8 7 53 Opponents .... 1.50 1828 12.2 14 83
Interception Leaders Interception Leaders
No. Yds. Avg. Lg. TD. No. Yds. Avg. LG TD
Rembert 6 128 21.3 43 1 Finney 3 84 28.0 42 1
Kinard 5 3 0.6 3 Skipper 2 100 50.0 100 1
B. Davis 3 20 6.7 20 Bowen 2 19 9.5 17
CLEMSON 18 235 13.1 83 1 S. CAROLINA 13 233 17.9 100 2
Opponents
.
9 94 10.4 47 Opponents .... 16 172 10.8 43 2
Results and Schedule Results and Schedule
Sept. 6 7-13 A L Georgia Sept. 4 41-6 H W PACIFIC
Sept. 18 17-17 H T BOSTON COLLEGE Sept. 11 30-10 H W RICHMOND
Sept. 25 21-10 H W WESTERN CAROLINA Sept. 18 17-30 H L DUKE
Oct. 2 24-6 H w KENTUCKY Sept. 25 18-34 H L GEORGIA
Oct. 9 48-0 A w Virginia Oct. 2 37-10 H W CINCINNATI
Oct. 16 49-14 H w DUKE Oct. 16 23-28 H L FURMAN
Oct. 23 38-29 A w N. C. State Oct. 23 6-14 A L Louisiana St.
Oct. 30 Open Date Oct. 30 3-33 A L N. C. State
Nov. 6 16-13 H w NORTH CAROLINA Nov. 6 26-56 H L FLORIDA ST.
Nov. 13 24-22 A w Man land Nov. 13 17-14 H W NAVY
Nov. 20 SOUTH CAROLINA Nov. 20 at Clemson
Nov. 27 Wake Forest at Tokyo
keyspRinting
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The room is filled with memorabilia.
Newspaper clippings are pinned to the
bulletin hoard, along with pictures ot
teammates and friends. There is Dallas
Cowboys propaganda spread through-
out the dorm room. It feels and looks like
any other male college student's dorm
room, but it's not.
The first indication that this is no or-
dinary room is an autographed picture of a
football player and Bob Hope, the famous
comedian, and a personal message from
the star is written on the photo. There also
is a color picture of the 1982 Playboy All-
American team next to the photo of Hope
and sitting on the shelf is the key to the
City of Sumter, SC. The room belongs to
Terry Kinard, 1981 Associated Press All-
American who appeared on Hope's annual
Christmas Special on national TV' last year.
The Sumter native was presented the
key to the city last year on Terry Kinard
Day, as he was honored for his All-
America season and the Clemson team's
incredible national championship accom-
plishments, and "For bringing honor to the
City of Sumter.'
But, unless you looked hard into
Kinard s personality and never made a trip
to his room, you would never know he
knew Bob Hope, was a Playboy All-
Terry Kinard was an AP Ail-American as a
junior and appeared on a TV Special with
Bob Hope.
American or had been honored by his
hometown. "Tern Kinard is a quiet guy
who does his talking on the field, said
Coach Don Denning of the free safety.
"He's not a hollar guy who lives on his past
reputation. He enhances his already well
known reputation every Saturday."
While Kinard may understate his accom-
plishments, or make few statements on
them at all, he would have something to
brag about. Against North Carolina this
season he set a new Clemson record for
career interceptions with 16, a mark
formerly held by Fred Knoebel which had
stood for 30 years. Additionally, he has al-
ready set the Clemson career marks for
passes broken up and tackles by a defensive
back. This season the 6-1, 189-pounder
leads the team in tackles, an unheard of
accomplishment for a secondary player.
Those aren t bad stats for a high school
quarterback turned safety who really
wanted to play college basketball. "I think
if anybody had ever mentioned playing
both sports to me when I was a freshman I
would have given it a shot, said Kinard
who entered Clemson in the fall of 1978.
"But, I had signed a football grant-in-aid
early and nobody ever said anything about
basketball after that."
Kinard was an all-state performer at
Sumter High School in both football and
basketball. The latter sport was his favorite
and he averaged 16 points per game as a
high jumping forward in the tough 4A
division. "It was tough getting over basket-
ball, well, really I haven't gotten over it at
all, said Kinard, who can be found in Fike
Fieldhouse in the offseason playing pickup
games. "There just isn't time enough to
play two sports the way the sports overlap.
I don't know how Mike Eppley does it."
After he was invited to play in the presti-
gious North/South Shrine Bowl his senior
year, he began to concentrate more heavily
on his football abilities.
"I practiced two days at quarterback
then asked them to change me," says
Kinard. "I never wanted to play quarter-
back in college, even if it was the glory
position. I never felt like I could pass well
enough for college.
"I fell in love with playing defensive
back my junior year in high school. I had 1
1
interceptions and I loved it.
"My senior year, I played both quarter-
back and defensive back. That was fun, but
sometimes it can get tiring.
Concentrating on football has paid off
for the soft spoken Kinard. This summer,
he traveled to Dallas, Texas for the Playboy
All-American team festivities. He roomed
PLAYBOY All-America Terry Kinard, of Clem-
son, joins Coach of the Year Don James of
Washington, and his wife, Carol, for a chute-
the-chute ride at Six Flags Over Texas, during
the shooting of the TV special, COLLEGE
FOOTBALL 82: THE PLAYBOY ALL-
AMERICA TEAM.
with Arkansas Billy Bay Smith, who he
dubs as a "great guy. Herschel Walker was
there too. Kinard says he's just like any-
body else, but better. Friday night, the
team went to a country western bar and
Dallas coach Tom Landry accompanied
them to supper. That was a big thrill for
Kinard. He has always loved the Cowboys
and Landry. Saturday brought the team to
Six Flags Over Texas for a photo session
and then to a "real Texas ranch" for a picnic
and skeet shooting. Kinard buddied around
with Georgia's All-American Jimmy Payne,
as he took 8 of 9 in skeet shooting.
And did the handsome Kinard find him-
self of the Playboy mold?




Serving the textile industry since 1915
Textile Hail is proud to be the donor of the Textile Bowl, presented annually to the
winner of the Clemson-N.C. State Game.
VISIT OUR EVENTS
Textile Hall is producer and sponsor or co-sponsor of:
International Textile Machinery Shows
Holiday Fair (December 3 & 4, 1982)
Winner of the Governor's Cup as the most outstanding contribution to the tourist industry by the private
sector in 1980.
The Boat Show (February 24-27, 1983)
The Fiber Producer Conference (April 12-14, 1983)
PALPEX 83 (April 21-24, 1983)
(Palmetto Philatelic Exposition)
BESSE (October 18-20, 1983)
(Business Equipment, Supplies and Services)
RENT OUR FACILITIES
• Auditorium area seats 2,000 for meetings, 1,500 for catered dinners
• For meetings or catered meals the Hall offers:
• International Club 225 for meetings 200 for dinners
• Executive Room 175 for meetings 125 for dinners
• Glass Room 150 for meetings 125 for dinners
• Sports Room 75 for meetings 200 for dinners
1 1 committee rooms
• Ample areas for exhibitions
P.O. Box 5823, Exposition Avenue, Greenville, SC 29606





Every time the mighty Clemson Tiger football
team runs down the hill and onto Frank Howard
Field one just can't help but feel both excited
and proud to be a Clemson fan. Similarly, as
those 90 or so young men run down the same
hill, they also feel excitement and pride. Excite-
ment in anticipation of the forthcoming game,
and pride in knowing that they are wearing the
Clemson Tiger football uniform.
Somehow that sea of orange and white speck-
led with a familiar paw print has a mystique
about it. Collectively the batallion of uniformed
he-men represents 87 years of a Tiger football
tradition, and individually, a familiar uniform
number might conjure up memories of a past
Clemson hero or maybe even an old buddy. Still,
the uniform and the men are both a very special
part of what Clemson athletics is all about.
Everyone knows a considerable amount of in-
formation about the Clemson football players
especially if they happen to read the press
guide or programs, but, what does anyone really
know about those magical, mystical meaningful
uniforms? For instance, did you know that a fully
dressed football player can add between 18-24
pounds to his weight just to allow for the weight
of all his gear?
Well, ifyou didn't, Bobby Douglas, Clemson s
equipment manager does, and he can tell you a
lot more too!
Over the years the game of football has be-
come more and more sophisticated, and so has
the football players uniform. No longer is a jer-
sey and a pair of cleats acceptable garb, today's
well-dressed football player sports an entire
wardrobe, er ahh, duffle bag full of gridiron
garments and his game gear alone retails for
about $400.00.
"When you talk about issuing a player his
equipment, " Douglas, the 1978 Clemson gradu-
ate explains, "you're talking about issuing his
equipment in three different areas, practice
gear, game gear and back-up gear, he said.
Practice gear consists of a bag, a towel and a
laundry pin. Inside this mesh bag each player
has two pair of socks, an athletic supporter, sani-
taries and a girdle, a shimmel (mesh) shirt, a t-
shirt, a jersey, a pair of pants, a pair of gym
shorts, a set of sweats and soft pads, as well as a
pair of practice cleats. The practice t-shirts are
gray and then there is also a set of color-coded
jersevs that are to be worn to differentiate in-
jured (no contact) athletes from healthy players
during practice situations.
"Game gear will differ a little bit each game as
such factors as home or away contests, weather
and playing surface, affect our bag packing, " said
Douglas. Overall the itemized list ofequipment
for the game bag reads as follows: two jerseys,
two pants, two pair of shoes (one cleated and one
for astro turf), two pair of socks, sanitaries, a
girdle, an athletic supporter, a shimmel shirt,
soft pads and ankle wraps. The player is also
issued a wide array of protective equipment such
as a helmet, shoulder pads, hip pads, thigh and
knee pads, a tail piece, a mouthpiece, gloves and
a skeleton pad. "All of the protective equipment
is issued for both the game and practice situa-
tions, stressed Douglas.
Finally in describing the third area of the
equipment breakdown, Douglas explains that
the back-up game equipment is portable. "Port-
able back-up equipment comes out of our
inventory and is brought with us into game situa-
tions, he said. "We have a reserve of various
pieces ofequipment that we can substitute when
game equipment becomes damaged. Douglas
named pants, t-shirts and protective gear as his
biggest back-up inventory.
Now, lest you think Douglas and his assistants
run a self-perpetuating sporting goods store,
take note. "A lot of the practice clothing is re-
placed yearly because it is subject to industrial
laundering once a day everyday from August to
April," he said. "After strong detergents hit
them and rough wear and tear take their toll,
often times a pair of socks or gym shorts will lose
their elasticity, Douglas continued.
"We keep close tabs on our inventory, said
Douglas, "and if any equipment is salvageable it
is returned to our stock. Our policy is that a
player must return his worn out equipment be-
fore he can get a new issue, continued Douglas.
"Finally, if a player loses an item he must pay an
inflated fee for it. Thus our practice, game and
back-up inventory with regard to quantity stays
pretty much the same from year to year.
"Some of the football equipment is purchased
yearly and other items are restored and inven-
tory is rotated," said Douglas. One example of
this rotation procedure is the football helmet.
"We rotate the helmet stock on a three-year
basis. At about $85 apiece, purchasing 100
helmets would really take a bite out of the
budget, so each year we order about 30 or so.
The remaining helmets are sent to the NOCSAE
at the end of the season to be reconditioned
and retested.
The approximate retail value for a player's
game and practice gear is $800.00.
For Douglas and his 13-man stall, keeping
the Tiger football team in clean uniforms and
in top-notch protective equipment is no
small task. But, Douglas has been at his job for
four years as an assistant or head manager, so
he s got the whole thing down to a science,
at least he thought so until this year s Mirage
Bowl preparation.
"I always knew preparing and packing for an
American bowl game was a big job, but when
you want to transport an entire team overseas,
the amount of work almost becomes insur-
mountable. Becently, we turned in a 21-page
itemized list of every piece of equipment going
to Japan. "The huge list is highly detailed in that
the amount, the item, as well as its description
and use are all included. "Everything has to be
counted, listed, and weighed for customs, said
Douglas.
So, now that everyone knows everything
about Tiger football equipment, we'll reveal
what the latest (ssh) football fashion is. "Our
players really watch the pros, said Douglas.
"The clean look seems to be in this season and
that includes such accessories as deerskin
leather gloves for linemen; assorted shapes and
colors of towels attached to the waist, and finally,
customed-designed wrist and sweat bands.
Uncommon contraptions, a cushioned helmet
airliner, a skeleton pad and a girdle.






In just three full seasons as head coach, Danny Ford has made
quite an impact on Clemson University. He has brought the Tigers
to the pinnacle of college football and put Clemson in the limelight
with the 1981 National Championship. Last year he was the major
reason Clemson was the most improved team in the nation.
Ford deservedly was named National Coach-of-the-Year by Un-
ited Press International, the American Football Coaches Associa-
tion, the Football Writers of America, and the Washington
Touchdown Club, in addition to many other local football clubs.
Ford is also the youngest head coach (33) ever to take a team to a
national championship.
Ford is also the youngest fourth-year coach in Division I of the
NCAA, but the now 34-year-old Gadsden, Alabama native has
been associated with more winning teams and programs than most
coaches come in contact with in a lifetime. Including his years as a
player at Alabama under Bear Bryant, Ford has been associated
with college football for the last 15 years. Fourteen of those clubs
have had winning records and 11 have gone to bowl games. Addi-
tionally, the 15 teams have had a record of 124-47-3, a .720 win-
ning percentage.
Ford has brought his winning attitude to Clemson University.
Now in his fourth fidl season as a head coach. Ford has led the
Tigers to a 27-9 record and three bowl games since taking over
on December 10, 1978. That was a fine day in Clemson ath-
letics because the University announced that Charley Pell had
relinquished the head coaching duties of the 1978 Gator Bowl
to Ford. Nearly 40 years after hiring 31-year-old Frank Howard,
Clemson had hired a gifted 30-year-old to lead the Tiger
forces on the gridiron.
Ford conquered all kinds of adversity in leading the Tigers to a
nationally televised 17-15 triumph over perennial power Ohio
State in the Gator Bowl in his very first game as head coach. Few
mentors in NCAA history have made such a celebrated and
successful beginning.
With this list of accomplishments, it is little wonder that the
Student Affairs Committee of the Clemson Board of Trustees only
considered one name as Charley Pell's successor. Danny Ford not
only had the backing of Pell, but also from the members of the
Clemson football team. He was then assistant head coach and
offensive line coach for the Tigers. After two meetings between
Ford and the committee on the morning of December 5, 1978, it
was the unanimous opinion of the committee that Ford should
be named Clemson's 21st head coach.
Ford began his association with college football in 1967 when
he started for Bear Bryant at Alabama as Ken Stabler s sopho-
more tight end. He played three years for Bryant, (including three
wins against Clemson) and was an All-Southeastern Conference
choice, All-SEC academic selection and team captain during his
senior season.
After receiving his B.S. degree in industrial arts in 1970, Ford
remained at Alabama as a graduate assistant for the 1970 and 1971
seasons. Upon earning a master s degree in special education in
1971, he was made a full-time assistant under Bryant for the 1972
and 1973 seasons. The Tide went to four more post-season games
while Ford was on Bryant's staff.
Clemson's current head man then accepted a position as an
assistant coach on Jimmy Sharpe s staff at Virginia Tech. He re-
mained in Blacksburg for three seasons (1974 to 1976), before he
was beckoned to Clemson by Charley Pell, who had just been
named the Tigers' head coach. Pell and Ford had served together
on the VPI staff for two seasons.
And only 23 games later, Ford became head coach of the Tigers
at age 30, the youngest Division I head coach in the country.
When Saying Nothing
Says it All
Suitable for framing in any
standard 18" x 24"or custom
frame, the visual impact of
"DOOM" is unparalleled. The
rich, vibrant colors will enhance
the decor of any room in your
home or office.
Distribution will be limited to
a total of 500 prints per year
and orders will be accepted
only during the months of
September through December.
Order your print of "DOOM"
today and order an extra copy
to give as a memorable gift to
the most deserving Clemson
fan you know. Only $9.95.
The perfect Christmas
gift for the Clemson
fan.




P. O. BOX 1 1
1
LA FRANCE, SOUTH CAROLINA 29656
TELEPHONE 803/646-9304
Please send me copy(ies) of "DOOM" $9.95 each. Price includes
postage and handling. South Carolina and North Carolina residents add 4%
(40(;) sales tax. (Sorry, no COD orders.) Order now for Christmas.
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TIGER'S DEN.
Heres the perfect way to display your team spirit.
New FLAIR SQUARES ,( collegiate design wallcovering. It's
the easy way to decorate any room with your school's colors.
Because FLAIR SQUARES is the only wallcovering that comes
in convenient prepasted squares. All you do is dip them in water
and slip themm place for a durable, washable surface that brings
a room to life. And they're dry-strippable so they won't damage
walls when you redecorate.
So get FLAIR SQUARES.When you do part of the proceeds V *
go to your university's athletic program. They're available at the ^
bookstore and other local outlets.
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Even the sound ofthe door closing is by design.
Our doors speak well of the rest of our car. But their tight, solid
sound is no accident.
Before we begin building the car, we engineer the best way to
assemble it. Piece by piece.
Doors, trunk and hood fit the body with close tolerances all
around.We align hinges and latches to work freely.
Window glass is held snug. And runs in the window channels
smoothly.Triple rubber door seals help reduce outside sounds and
wind noise.We've improved the insulation throughout the car.
The Honda Accord 4-Door Sedan is not only quieter, it's also
roomier and more comfortable.You'll find it rides and handles better.
And while its many luxurious features are impressive, they are
standard equipment. Like cruise control and variable-assist power
steering, to name but two.
Honda's simple philosophy of building cars that work the way
they were designed to work has made Honda number one in owner
loyalty among all leading import cars!
It has helped Honda cars retain a high resale value, among the
best in the automotive industry.
You can fully appreciate how a Honda is made the next time
you're in a Honda showroom.
Afteryou kick the tires, listen to the doors. HQHE3H





"I guess I'm a dreamer, and I try to make
the dreams come true.
The dream is a national championship in
football for Clemson University . . . the
man in large part responsible for making it
come true is Bill McLellan.
Whether the dream factory is Holly-
wood or big-time college athletics, every-
one knows that dreams don't come true
without a large supporting cast. True to
form, Bill McLellan gives most of the
credit for Clemson s athletic success to its
fans. "The willingness of people to help
and to become a part of Clemson is unbe-
lievable. Their total involvement makes
my job easier, " says the 48-year-old father
of four, two of whom are Clemson students.
This "total involvement of fans is
matched by McLellan s job performance as
athletic director. When interviewed two
years ago, McLellan was described by this
writer as "one of the most sought after and
accessible administrators on campus."
He's rarely away from a telephone or
walkie-talkie, by which he answers the
steady stream of questions that ultimately
come his way. "I handle the calls as
they come, without delay if possible. It's
like a chain reaction. I like to keep things
moving."
And keeping things moving, to Bill
McLellan, is a vital ingredient in Clem-
son's athletic success. "It's a continuous
challenge," he says. "Staying up-to-date
and pushing hard to see that Clemson has
the opportunity to be competitive is my
whole job."
But "pushing hard has its price. "I've
spent four Sundays at home in the last 13
months, said McLellan one day last win-
ter. He described sitting down for a visit
with his youngest daughter, Arch Anna,
now a sophomore at Winthrop. It wasn't
long before the phone rang with a call from
an ABC-TV sports executive. She felt it
was wrong that she had to share me on a
Sunday afternoon," says McLellan. "But
you can't get away from it. It's the thing
we've had to accept. It would blow your
mind if you let it.
Clemson University has enhanced its
national visibility through athletics, and
the value of greater name recognition car-
ries over into the University's educational
mission. "I'm proud of the tact that the
recognition is not limited to Clemson
athletics, and also that it's not limited to
Clemson University," says McLellan.
"Clemson has been good for South Caro-
lina, and people around the state can relate
to that."
McLellan is fond of saying, "It s the little
things that make life important. That atti-
tude is at the heart of Clemson s athletic
program, which is known for its efficiency
and attention to detail both on the field
and behind the scenes.
It is an attitude rooted in McLellan s
upbringing in a family of seven children in
the small farm community of Hamer, S.C.
"Being a member of a big family helped me
learn to understand people better and to
appreciate the little things that are a part of
that kind of life," he savs. "We did every-
thing together. All nine of us would pile
into the car and go to church or visit rela-
tives. We'd all eat together and we were
always bringing our friends to the house.
The sense of family, the sense of belong-
ing, is one of Clemson s strongest assets,
he says. "You know how it is when you go
somewhere and feel out of place. I don't
think anyone who comes to Clemson feels
out of place, as long as we remember that
we get out of it what we put into it.
This concern for values is not lost in
McLellan s handling of Clemson s athletic
program. "I've got to let our coaches know
that winning is good but that we've got to
educate these young people. They're going
to be representing us for the rest of their
lives. We've got to realize that four years is
a very short time for us to help shape their
futures. We can't let the athletic demands
get out of balance with the educational
demands.
McLellan came to Clemson in 1950 on a
football scholarship after graduating from
Dillon High School. He earned two foot-
ball letters as a Tiger lineman and was on
the 1952 Gator Bowl team, but he insists he
was not a very good athlete. Yet on-the-
field talent wasn't the only kind former
football coach Frank Howard was adapt at
spotting. "I knew he was honest, a hard
worker and had gotten a good education,
recalls Howard, who hired McLellan in
1958. "I let him do everything I didn't want
to do, and he did a better job than it I had
done it myself.
In a sense, Cemson s athletic program
has grown as McLellan grew into his role as
athletic director, the post he assumed in
1971. The result is one of the best athletic
facilities in the country and an overall
sports program that has been ranked as one
of the nation's top four in recent years.
"We've been forerunners in a lot of ways,
and we've shown that we put what we earn
back into our facilities. I'm proud that
we're a self-sustaining auxiliary enterprise
of the University.
Putting something back into the Univ er-
sity has a personal dimension for McLellan
also. "As one of seven children, that
athletic scholarship made a lot of things
possible for me, and I appreciate the op-
portunity to pay Clemson back. It s not an
ego trip for me, but it is personal satisfac-
tion which no one can ever take away.
Is there a limit to the pressure and job
demands that Bill McLellan is willing to
endure? "There's no limit as long as I can
breathe, because I don't think a thing s
impossible, given the support we have
from Clemson people."
For this committment and service to
Clemson, Bill McLellan was named as a
Distinguished Alumnus of Clemson Uni-







J. Gardner Gore, Jr., President
Federal Land Bank Association
of Sumter. S C.
D. Leslie Tindal
Soybean and Livestock Producer
Pinewood. S.C
The Farm Credit System can offer you many types of financial assistance for your farm
needs and requirements.
"What I like about dealing with their officers is that they have a farm background and
understand what our needs are and give us expert financial assistance."
For all types of agricultural credit, talk to the people who speak your language—
Federal Land Bank Associations, Production Credit Associations and Farm Credit Services.
We speakyour language
m
Short and Long-term Jmnt Land Bank
intermediate-term Farm Credit and
Farm Credit PCA services
Clemson and Farm Credit. Always Number 1
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In football a fumble can be
The Same is True in Airconditioning





We have the winning combination
in designing, manufacturing, in-
stalling and maintaining your
environmental system. We have
professional engineering personnel
modern shops and experienced
field crews. We can provide new
systems or modify existing systems.
When the need arises for air
conditioning, liquid & air filtration,
heat reclamation & air distribution
systems — Don't Drop the Ball-
Call on the professionals.
thermoft kinetics
Creating the ideal environment
716 E. Fairfield Rd. o Greenville, S. C. 29605 o 803/277-8080
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ENTICING
Special occasions, no matter
howgrand orhow small, are
meant to be memorable. ARA,
ClemsoriUniversity Catering
Service, can helpyoumake that
possible. Be itan elaborate
seateddinnerfor200guests or
a simple after-the-game-
gathering, ARA can cater
every occasion. Our




private diningrooms at the
Clemson House.
So the next timeyour










































Bill L. Atchley, President
W. David Maxwell, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Melvin E. Barnette, Vice President for Business and Finance
Walter T. Cox, Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of Students
Joseph B. McDevitt, Executive Officers Secretary to the Board of Trustees
W. Harry Durham, Executive Director of University Relations
Edward F. Byars, Executive Assistant to the President
Benjamin W. Anderson, I^egal Counsel
DEANS
Arnold E. Schwartz, Dean, Graduate Studies and University Research
Luther P. Anderson, Dean, College of Agricultural Sciences
Harlan E. McClure, Dean, College of Architecture
James E. Matthews, Acting Dean, College of Education
Benton H. Box, Dean, College of Forest and Recreation Resources
Mary Lohr, Dean, College of Nursing
Henry E. Vogel, Dean, College of Science
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J. Charles Jennett, Dean, College of Engineering
Robert A. Waller, Dean, College of Liberal Arts
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Dr. Carolvn Briscoe
Dr. B. J. Todd
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Dr. R. C. Harshman
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Dr. Corrine Sawyer, Chairman of the Scholarship and Awards
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I. L. "Rusty" Donkle, Jr., President of the Alumni Association
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Dr. John H. Timmerman, President of IPTAY
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James Pelfrey, Chairman of the Graduate School Association
W. Kirby Player, President of the Student Body
Keith Munson, President of the Student Senate
Ian D. Kayser, President of the Block "C" Club
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When my folks sentme to college,
they never dreamed I'd come
home a Financial Wizard.
I didn't have to take a
course or crack a book,
either. All I did was
become a C&S customer.
Now I can use C&S's
Wizard machines on
campus and around town




even make payments on
a loan—24 nours a day.
And there are some 100
C&S offices and over 75
Wizard machine locations
around the state, so I can
be a Financial Wizard
almost anywhere in
South Carolina.
So, folks, even though
Fm not on the Dean's List
yet, Fm already getting
straight A's in banking
at C&S.
Managers






2300 CEDAR LANE ROAD
P. O. BOX 72
TELEPHONE 246-0371




VISITORS: Season ticket holders and
other visitors to the stadium are requested
to enter Gates 1, 5, 9, 11, or 13. Persons
with top deck tickets must enter the
stadium via the ramps which are located
behind the South stands. Ramp entrances
are adjacent to Gates 1 and 13.
HANDICAPPED: Special entrances have
been provided at Gates 1, 5 and 13 for
the handicapped.
WILL CALL: Should you have tickets at
the will call window, you will find them at
Gate 9.
Gates 4, 6, 7, and 8 are closed prior to
the games and are opened for exit pur-
poses only.
PASS OUT CHECKS: Pass out checks will
be available at Gates 1, 5, 9, 1 1, 13, and the
top deck. Any person leaving the stadium
other than with a team pass must have a
pass out check, as well as an admittance
stub to be readmitted to the stadium.
EMERGENCIES: First aid stations arc
located under Section J on the South
side of the stadium, under Section T on
the North side, and under Section E of the
top deck. Trained nurses are on hand
during the game. Should a doctor be
needed, ask any usher, who knows the seat
locations of doctors. Ambulances are
located at Gates 1, 5, 8, and 13.
TELEPHONES: Pay telephones are
located at the stadium ticket offices at
Gates 1, 5, 9, 13, and the top deck.
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM: The
public address system is intended pri-
marily for specatators' information con-
cerning the game. Please do not request
the use of the public address system to
make social contacts.
RESTROOMS: Ladies' and mens'
restrooms are located beneath the
stands and can be reached by exit from
any portal.
LOST & FOUND: If any article is lost
or found, please report same to Gate 1
information booth.
CONCESSION STANDS: Concession
stands are located beneath all stands and
can be reached by exit from any portal.
A concession price list is published on
this page.
EMERGENCY CALLS: Emergency calls
are received over the press box telephone.
The press box number is 656-2110.
NOTE: The following items are prohib-
ited in Memorial Stadium—umbrellas,
folding chairs, chaise lounges, food and
beverage containers of any type, alcoholic-
beverages, thermos jugs, and ice chests.
NOTICE: Solicitation for any purpose
is prohibited at an athletic contest in










Inflates 3.00 & 5.00





Tiger Paw Flags 2.00













Call the experts for your
residential/industrial door needs
We carry everything from decorative front doors to airplane hanger doors. And
each is constructed of the finest quality of wood, steel, aluminum, fiberglass or
combination to those materials. You can also rely on our expert service after the
sale. Call us for an estimate for your project - whether it's one door or a hundred!
If it's anything to do with structural openings in the home, business, or industry,
we do it - best!
Serving Residential Needs With:
• Garage Doors, Automatic Openers
• Insulated Entry Door Systems
• Sliding Glass Doors
• Automatic Gate Openers
• Energy Saving Windows
• Space Builder Ventilated Shelving
• Fixed glass, mirrors, etc.
Serving Commercial Needs With:
• Dock Seals, Shelters
• Loading Dock Equipment
• Fire Doors & Sectional Doors
• Automatic Swinging Doors
• Strip Doors, Traffic Doors
Overhead Door of Greenville, Inc.
















Asst. Head Coach & Defensive Coordinator
Nelson Stokley














(Front Row, L-R) Hill Long, Mark Abell, Tony Blackwell, Danny Moss, Robby Corley, C:liip Winchester, Joel Billiard, Ted Katana. (Back Row) Joe Franks
Rodney Foster, Randall Balcb, Dewayne Chandler. Reno Wilson, Greg Craig, Bob Easley, Jay Bennett, Mike Bowman.
#4 helmet












#1 — Classic Clemson Cap - Wool
cap orange visor, white front, em-
broidered C, navy back, S-M
(6 5/e-7'/4) M-L (7 1/4-7Vb) $9.95
#2 — Tiger Leisure Shirt - poly
cotton blend orange shirt, orange
& navy tiger paw Adult S, M, L,
XL, XXL $12.95
#3 — Clemson School Bag heavy
duty orange & white vinyl. . $9 95
#4 — Tiger Helmet Replica of
Clemson game helmet, complete
with face bar and chin strap Youth
XS (6 3/e-6"2) S (65'e-6?'4) M (6 7 '8-7)
L (/' a-7'4) $24 95
#5 — Tiger Roll Bag cotton blend
orange bag, navy trim, white let-
tering $9 95
#6 — Tiger Jersey 100% cotton,
white shirt, orange & navy trim-
ming Youth S. M, L, XL Adult S,
M, L, XL $11.95
Send check, money order, Master
Charge, or Visa number with exp
date. Add 4% sales tax in SC. Add





Backbone of the Tigers
Clemson Iptay Club
By Len Gough, Assistant Executive Secretary of Iptay
The school year of 1981-1982 will bring
fond memories to Clemson fans for many
years. There were six ACC Champions, 15
of 17 teams participated in postseason
playoffs and there were two national cham-
pionships. Two? Of course, everyone
knows about Clemson football, but once
again, as in the previous three years,
IPTAY was number one.
This team of dedicated alumni, students
and friends continues to defy the odds with
18 consecutive record-setting years in rais-
ing funds for athletic scholarships. With
1981 being the most successful year for
athletic scholarship fundraising, IPTAY
1982 merely had a 182% increase in giving
over the goal. Success of this magnitude is
nothing new for the 20,000 members as
this group has raised over 22 million dollars
in the past 48 years. What is it, then, that
makes IPTAY so much more successful
than all other athletic fundraising groups?
"Clemson people have made IPTAY the
strong organization it is today, " says Joseph
J. Turner, Jr., executive secretary for
IPTAY. "Our IPTAY representatives are
people from across the state and the South-
east who love Clemson University and who
want to help Clemson in any way. These
folks spend a lot of their time arranging
meetings and visiting other Clemson sup-
porters. They're the ones who keep IPTAY
head and shoulders above the rest."
IPTAY relies heavily on quality leader-
ship provided by officers like President
John Timmerman, Vice President Bill
Reaves and Secretary Treasurer Lawrence
Starkey, Jr., who were all re-elected to
their respective offices in tribute to the
outstanding job they did in 1981-82.
"IPTAY s officers and board of directors
provide the guidance and judgment neces-
sary to administer a successful program.
When you take 20 successful businessmen
and put them in your boardroom, chances
are good ideas will develop," says Turner.
Founded as a secret society complete
with mystic words and secret ceremonies,
IPTAY has evolved into a professional or-
ganization of volunteers. These ideas that
Dr. Rubert A. Fike, IPTAY's founder and
eight other men, discussed in Dr. Fike s
Atlanta home over 48 years ago provide the
basis for IPTAY today. Can you imagine
what Clemson athletics would be like today
if that meeting in August of 1934 had not
taken place?
"Without a doubt, Clemson University
would not be enjoying the national expo-
sure it now has without the aid and support
of the IPTAY organization," said Bill
McLellan, Clemson s athletic director.
"Athletes as well as the university commu-
nity as a whole should be thankful for all
the benefits that IPTAY has provided in
the effort to make Clemson University
Number One."
It's not a secret society anymore. Over
one million dollars was distributed to 400
athletes in 19 varsity sports during the
1981-82 school year. This is the main thrust
for IPTAY: to provide athletic scholarships
for student athletes.
The success of IPTAY has enabled this
organization to give aid to the athletic de-
partment and the university in many other
ways. IPTAY paid for the new uniforms for
the band in 1978 as well as provided travel
funds for the band in 1980 and in 1981. The
band will also travel in 1982 thanks to fund-
ing from IPTAY.
Among the physical improvements that
were made possible by IPTAY, assistance
included $22,000 for lights at the Riggs
Soccer Field as well $150,000 for construc-
tion of permanent seating at the Tigers'
tennis courts and baseball field.
The new scoreboard, the stadium
graphics, and ultramodern sound system
were all made possible thanks to a
$300,000 contribution from IPTAY. Cer-
tainly this helps make Death Valley one of
the finest facilities in the South.
Certainly physical needs are not all at
Clemson that IPTAY recognizes. The or-
ganization funds an academic tutoring
program at no charge for student athletes.
Forty thousand dollars has been con-
tributed by IPTAY as partial funding of a
master transportation plan for Clemson
University. IPTAY contributed a $125,000
seed grant to begin planning for a Fine
Arts Center for use by the entire Clem-
son Community.
"IPTAY is committed to Clemson and
Clemson students, said Turner. "IPTAY is
doing several things to make Clemson ath-
letes even stronger, and therefore benefit
the university as a whole."
With 20,()(K) Clemson people dedicated
to these goals, IPTAY can't help but stay
Number One.















Wrangler shirts sayyes to Kodel.
Wrangler sport shirts . for the all-American look!
Like this campus classic styled in AVONDALE's "Woodsman"
flannel of Kodel polyester and cotton Yes.
Kodel tackles wrinkles and helps keep a neat, fresh appearance.
Available in a variety of colorful plaids. At fine stores.
© 198? Eastman Kodak Company
EASTMAN CHEMICAL PRODUCTS, INC . a subsidiary of Eastman Kodak Company, 1133 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS. NEW YORK, N Y 10036.


























Elaine Swearingen Joe Turner Paul Wessinger Joann West Joe White





That isrit a diagram of a razzle-dazzle pass play below.
Its a recent Piedmont route map.
As you can see, theUpAna-Coming




Today we can fly
you to 15 of the country's 25
largest metropolitan areas.
We can take you to
NewOrleansforthe DAUAS£fe
BOSTON .
Sugar Bowl, to Dallas/Ft.Worth
for the Cotton Bowl, to
Miami for the Orange
Bowl,to name just a few ofour big-league destinations^
And our new midwestern hub at Dayton is only a
nonstop away from the pro football Hall ofFame in Canton,Ohio.
So kick off your next trip with a call to your travel agent or to
Piedmont .We can help you gain a lot of ground.
PiedmorOieUp-Ard-^
Call your travel agent or call Piedmont at 1/800-251-5720.
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PHILLIPS OFFERS:
• ENGINEERED TEXTILE PRODUCTS
• Warp Tying Accessories
• Warp Tying Equipment and Parts
• Mats and Matting
• Machinery Mounting Pads & other type felts
• Race Plate Coverings
• Stop Motion Indicator Lights for Sulzer Weaving
Machines
• MACHINERY INSTALLATION &
REBUILDING
• Specializing in installing, rebuilding and style
changing on all types of Textile Machinery
• WARP TYING SPECIALISTS
• Provide on-the-job training, machine repair and




TEXTILE MARKETING CO., INC.
2120 Grove Road; P. O. Box 5664
Greenville, SC 29606
803/271-6350 or 295-3145
PHILCHEM offers a complete line of warp sizes for spun
yarns of natural fibers, synthetic fibers and blends of natural
and synthetic fibers. This includes the basic film formers and
chemical additives used with basic formulas.
PHILCHEM offers warp sizes for all continuous filament
yarns. This includes sizes for both flat and textured polyester
yarns.
With a complete line of sizing materials, PhilChem stands
ready to serve the needs of the Textile Industry.
PHILCHEM, INC.






the pioneer in Specialized Textile Personnel Consulting, now is one
of the leaders in Executive Search.
PERSONNEL CONSULTING
General Management and Manufacturing Management, Engineer-
ing, Administration, Data Processing, Financial and Accounting
Management for the Textile, Chemical, Fiber, Rubber, Pulp, Paper,
Energy, Packaging and Metal Industries.
EXECUTIVE SEARCH
At PHILLIPS, we conduct executive search assignments in Textiles,
Chemicals, Plastics, Packaging, Food and Beverage, Pharmaceuti-
cals, Banking, Pulp and Paper. Locating key management in
$25,000 to $200,000 salary ranges
We will be pleased to provide references and welcome your inquiry.
ORGANIZATIONAL PLANNING











Many people think of a temporary service only in terms of finding a
replacement for an absent secretary.
Naturally Norrell can help you in these areas. But what we do
doesn't stop here. Take a look at the list below and get a better idea
of job categories we can fill.
And even if you don't see what you're looking for, give us a call













































































CONGRATULATIONS to the 1981 NATIONAL CHAMPIONS.
"A fully licensed, quality conscious builder"
JAMES B. JONES, JR.
CONSTRUCTION CO., INC
102 WHITEHALL STREET
ABBEVILLE, S. C. 29620
Strarf







Alumni and Friends . . .
Making Things Happen
For Today's Students
Four students . . . two Poole Scholars, an R. C. Edwards Scholar, and the Student Alumni
Council president . . . represent outstanding young people at Clemson who are assisted by
alumni programs which encourage academic excellence to match the Tigers' athletic achieve-
ments. A gift to the Loyalty Fund will add your name to the list of those who back up their belief
in the students of tomorrow.
Melanie Smith, Poole Scholar fresh-
man, from Wilson, N.C., and the N.C.
School of Science and Mathematics:
"Everyone here is so kind; the concept
of the Clemson family tipped the scales;
what a great day when Clemson alumni
said, " Come on down!' "
Mark Swancy, senior, Student Alumni
Council president from Spartanburg: "I
feel honored to serve as student repre-
sentative on the Alumni Association
Board. I'll be glad to back the Loyalty
Fund when I graduate; I learn everyday
how valuable our support really is."
Alden Gold, Edwards Scholar, fresh-
man from Columbia, accepted by M I T.
and Georgia Tech: "I appreciate so
much the confidence Clemson and its
people placed in me. Thanks, alumni,
for the opportunity; I promise I won't let
Clemson or my parents down."
David Czabala, Poole Scholar, fresh-
man from Atlanta: "Growing up in South
Chicago, I dreamed of Notre Dame and
was accepted; however, Clemson pro-
vides a sound undergraduate program
and helped me make up my mind by
offering a scholarship; I hope some day I
can pay alumni back.
Support the
Loyalty Fund . . .
It Makes Clemson Work!
Clemson Alumni Association
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YES, YOU MISS A LOT
WITH ARMY ROTC.
A lot of job interviews,
employment offices, and
all the hassles that go into
trying to land a job after
college.
With Army ROTC, you
have a job waiting for you.
The job of a second
lieutenant.
You'll receive all the
privileges, prestige, and
responsibilities of a junior
executive.
You'll lead and motivate
people. And manage the
millions of dollars of
equipment entrusted to
you.
So enroll in Army
ROTC today (you'll make
$3,000.00 (+), have
scholarship opportunities
and earn an officer's
commission).
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science.
ARMY ROTC.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.





Available once again for the 1^)
h
year!
First Issue to be
ZT. fZllVL ^ SUBSCRIBE NOW ... Don't miss a single issuelpUDIISnea ACC FOOTBALL/BASKETBALL will come to you once again beginning
September 1S82 September 1982 and will continue for 25 consecutive weeks.
Clemson's National Football Championship, and
the increased success of ACC Football generally,
combined with a growing demand from subscribers,
helped us to decide to expand ACC BASKETBALL
to ACC FOOTBALL / BASKETBALL.
Subscribers will receive weekly a 4-12 page news-
paper section containing reprinted stories, photos,
statistics and columns selected from the sports
pages of the Raleigh newspapers. You can have all
the details of those classic battles between the ACC
teams and their encounters with non-conference
foes, in one easy-to-read, easy-to-save package.
Stories are also carried on major developments In
other ACC sports.
ACC FOOTBALL / BASKETBALL MAIL
The News and Observer TODAY!
P.O. Box 191, Raleigh, N.C. 27602
Enclosed find check or money order, for $20 OO (3rd class) I I .
$27.50 (1st class) Send ACC FOOTBALL / BASKETBALL for 25







Circle One: I attended N C. State. Carolina. Duke. Wake Forest. Maryland. Virginia
Clemson, Ga Tech. other (specify) .
For those Hard-to-Buy for Friends and Family Members . .
.




































































































































































STRENGTH TRAINING COACHES: Kneeling: Greg Roberts, Mark Reiman, Don Telle. Standing:






























53 REESE 78 HUDSON
60 FARR 68 G.BROWN































































































































YOU DON'T GET TO THE TOP
BYJUST PLAYING GAMES.
It takes hard work and a lot of practice. And it
takes a commitment to being the best. The kind
of commitment Clemson students, faculty and
alumni have also brought to their positions on the
J. P. Stevens team throughout the years.
Students filling jobs in nearby plants. Faculty
providing continuing education and valuable
research. And alumni in management roles.
For years we've worked together to create quality
fabrics. Having Clemson on our side has helped
keep us at the top, too.
J.PStevens&Co. , Inc.










If you're in the textile or paper industry, Chemsize
can help your business. An integral part of the
manufacturing process in the textile and
paper industry is chemicals and Chemsize
manufactures and supplies this important
ingredient. And all this is based on another
key word: PERFORMANCE. Performance
is what counts and Chemsize products
perform. Because of our success in
helping textile and paper plants solve
problems, Chemsize has become
one of the fastest growing specialty
chemical companies in the Southeast.
In addition to supplying chemicals to
manufacturers, Chemsize makes
products to the customer's specifications.
So, if you're in the textile or paper
industry, remember these two words.
Chemsize and performance.
Visit our new plant!
CIICfflfIZE
incorporated
P.O. BOX 810 • TRAVELERS REST, SC 29690
TELEPHONE: (803) 834-8003
Nothing Could Be Finer
Than Golf In Carolina.
What better golfing weather could you ask for
than Fall in the South? Brilliant skies, changing
foliage, unhurried tee times, and no hint of winter in
the air.
At Swamp Fox Golf Country you won't find any
fancy pro tournaments or celebrity golfers relaxing
around the clubhouse. What you will find are many
competitive courses to choose from and good old
fashioned golf at a very appealing price.
Our golf packages start at $30 per person and
include all day greens fees, cart rental, country
breakfasts and accommodations at the Swamp Fox
Inn, Sheraton Inn, or Days Inn.
Swing into Fall and give us a call today!
Swamp
P.O. Box 3806. Florence. S.C. 29502
(803) 669-4 1 75
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"fear of the Tiger—In Japan
By Tim Bourret
January 1, 1982 is a date that will live
forever in the memories of Clemson foot-
hall fans. That was the night the Tigers
joined that elite family of national foot-
hall champions with a 22-15 victory over
Nebraska. But, in another way, the eve-
ning was significant on a broader spectrum,
for it was the night initial negotiations be-
gan between Clemson and Mirage Bowl
officials. The future discussions led to the
contract for a football game between the
Tigers and Wake Forest in Tokyo at the
80,000-seat Olympic stadium. More im-
portantly, the meeting led to an educa-
tional experience for Clemson players and
administrators.
"It was halftime at the Orange Bowl,"
said Associate Athletic Director Bobby
Robinson. "While we were all thinking
about the possibility of winning the na-
tional championship, almost out of left
field, a man named Michi Jinno of Tele
Planning Inc. and the Mirage Bowl came
up to Bill McLellan, myself and other
Clemson officials and started to feel us out
concerning a trip to Tokyo. Obviously,
many details had to be discussed and no
offer and acceptance were made until
March, but the seeds were planted that
night in Miami.
"When we learned we would be going,
we simultaneously wrote letters to N.C.
State, Maryland, Virginia and Wake
Forest, offering them to move their home
game with us to Tokyo. We did not want to
move one of our home games and deprive
our fans ofa game, but the economics of the
situation could be beneficial for one of the
four schools I just mentioned.
"Wake Forest was the first school to
show an interest so that's how they became
our opponent. Economically it made sense
for them and we were happy because we
would have stood to net only about $40, 000
for the game in Winston-Salem. We will
get all expenses paid plus $150,000 from
the Mirage Bowl.
In many ways, Robinson, the man in
charge of the athletic budget, is earning the
extra revenue involved in the journey be-
cause the administrative tasks involved in
moving 66 players and a 129-member
party are mind-boggling.
"It's really like going to another bowl
game, but you have to add a lot of little
things to worry about," said Robinson, who
authored a Mirage Bowl travel guide this
summer that covers everything from the
weather to currency exchange. "There
are so many more details. For instance,
Japanese customs are very strict on
prescription drugs so all the players are
going to have to get a letter of explan-
ation from a physician concerning any drug
they bring over. We had to have all our
football equipment and other necessities
inspected by October 1, and that took a lot
of preparation.
"
Robinson also is taking some provisions
in case a Tiger wanders far from the den
(the 800-room Century Hyatt Hotel in
Shinjuku-ku where both teams will stay
this year). It could be difficult to find your
way home if you got lost in a city of eight
million, few of whom can speak English.
Even Ray Brown might have some trouble
communicating. "We are printing up little
ID cards that state the hotel and its site,
and the card asks for directions concerning
how to get home, said Robinson.
While Robinson and his staff have
thought of even thing, not every phase of
the administrative necessities involved in
the trip have gone smoothly. Arranging for
passports for 66 football players, many of
whom have never been west of Georgia
or north of Washington, DC, is not easy.
Most of the birth certificates needed to
secure a passport were processed with-
out problems, but 30 percent of the
people involved ran into difficulties.
"The ones who were problems were
really problems," said Jack White, Clem-
son s administrative assistant who heads up
the passport task. He undoubtedly will not
leave Clemson at the end of this season to
work for the U.S. Government Customs
Department. "William Perry was a prob-
lem because, for some reason, he did not
file a birth certificate until he was eight.
So, in the eyes of the government he is only
nine-years-old. Imagine, a 325-pound
nine-year-old. We had to get his high
school records and have his mother sign
a notorized affidavit stating his date of
birth."
As of November 5, four Tiger passports
still were not processed, including Donald
Igwebuike's, whose document was re-
turned because they didn't think he was a
football player (who ever heard of a 5-9,
Nigerian football player) and returned the
passport and other papers figuring it be-
longed to some other group.
"All birth certificates must have a date of
birth, full name, be filed within a year of
birth and have a state seal. A lot of players
brought in the hospital record. The gov-
ernment needed more than that paper
with the two little footprints," said White
with a smile.
With all this government red tape and
logistics problems, is it worthwhile to go to
the Mirage Bowl, now in its sixth year? The
answer is yes according to Joe O'Brien, the
Bobby Robinson of Notre Dame. O'Brien
was in charge of the Irish trip to the Mirage
Bowl in 1979 when Notre Dame downed
Miami (FL), 40-15. "We loved the MirageSouth Carolina police had to stop traffic for shooting of Mirage commerical.
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MIRAGE BOWL NEWS
The Tigers have received all kinds of good
press in Tokyo.
Bowl and would go hack again if we could.
In fact, we are trying to negotiate with
some teams to arrange another trip. The
whole experience is fascinating and educa-
tional for the players and administrators.
The Mirage Bowl people treat you very
well. Clemson will love it.
But, what ahout the fans, do they have
an interest in the game and know what is
going on? Afterall, this is a different sort of
game than ping pong. "The Japanese are
still learning the game quite a bit, but they
know more about the game and your play-
ers than you would expect," said John
Heisler, Notre Dame associate sports in-
formation director who also attended the
1979 game.
"Everywhere Vagas Ferguson went he
was recognized," said Heisler of the All-
America back who broke George Gipps'
rushing record in 1979. "The same will be
tor Homer Jordan and Terry Kinard when
Clemson goes."
Heisler recalled the game itself as hav-
ing a little more color and pageantry than a
normal NCAA game in the U.S. "There is a
great deal of cheering throughout the
whole game because there are all sorts of
side shows going on. Bands play the whole
game, the schools' bands and some local
bands. (The Grambling Marching Band
will be there this year, but not the Clemson
or Wake Forest bands). The bands walk
through the crowd and play various fight
songs, and the halftime show is about 45
minutes long.
"They also split the stadium in half and
give each half of the stadium pom poms
with the colors of the respective schools.
They shook them the whole game, but not
necessarily in conjunction with a good play.
Japanese people will get more excited over
a punt or kickoff return than a long run.
They like the plays in which many people
are running in different directions, so don't
be surprised if they go wild on a punt that
is only a fair catch."
Heisler also recalled the festivities the
week prior to the game. "There are
parades or banquets every day you are
there and the people are great. The meals
they give the players are lavish. The first
night we were there they had a one-inch T-
bone steak for all the players that everyone
had trouble finishing.
"In general, the people are fascinated
with the players because of their size and
they cater to you. They are interested in
you. Stories about your team and the Uni-
versity appear in their publications all
week and prior to your arrival."
Publicity concerning the Tigers' arrival
actually started many months ago. Allison
Dalton, Clemson promotions director, has
been in charge of the dealings with the
various publications and promotions per-
formed by the Mirage Bowl people. The
Mirage Bowl is actually part of a promo-
tions campaign for the Mirage, a type
of car produced by Mitsubishi Motors of
Japan. That is why the game is called the
Mirage Bowl, it's actually named after a
type of car. If it goes the way of the Edscll
I guess they change the name of the game,
but it has been going strong for six years
and the promotions off this game are a sig-
nificant reason.
"Mitsubishi is involved in promotions of
all kinds of things, but this is their biggest
undertaking," said Dalton. "To show you
the expense and detail they go through in
their promotions, they sent a crew ofabout
14 people over here to shoot a car commer-
cial last August.
"Yes, they flew two of the Mirage Bowl
cars over and looked around for a spot to
film the commercial. They were looking for
a place with three successive hills with
each one being successively higher. After a
couple of days, they found a spot on Boute
183 in Pickens. Then they bought a hot-air
balloon and had Mirage written on it.
"We used Jennifer Briscoe from the
women's cross country team as one of the
actors and Bonnie Hall of Easley as the
other. The theme of the commercial was a
professor chasing a coed. I couldn't really
figure it out, but. .
There were other complications in
shooting the commercial, however. Dalton
had to arrange for policemen to block off
the road where they were shooting the
commercial. And it took about six days to
get everything squared away because there
were weather problems, etc. "At the last
minute they told me they had to paint out
the center line in the road because they
did not want the Japanese people to think
they were breaking the law in shooting the
commercial, said Dalton. "They had to
pay the state a lot ofmoney to paint the line
out, then paint it back when they were
done. It was a lot of time and energy for a
30-second commercial.
Dalton was also involved with magazine
writers and broadcasters. One outfit from
Zoom ASA, the Japanese equivalent of
the Today Show, came over and suited up
their answer to Jane Pauley in a Clemson
football uniform. They had her run a
couple of plays at William Perry and Wil-
liam Devane. "I felt so sorry for her, said
Dalton. "After the first take, the producer
came up to Devane and Perry and said
clapping his hands together. Hit harder,
hit harder."
Another interesting story involving com-
munications took place between Dalton
and a writer from Popcyc magazine, the
People magazine of Japan. "One of the wri-
ters came up to me at practice and said out
of the blue. Teach me good prayer. I
started to recite the Lord s Prayer or some-
thing of that nature. He had a puzzled look
on his face. Finally he pointed to his roster,
and I finally figured out he was saying
teach me good players. We all started
laughing about the situation.
The entire experience will be a com-
munications and general learning expe-
rience for everyone involved at Clemson,
and on the flight back they'll each realize
they are bringing back more than just a
victory over Wake Forest.
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L. M. Coleman, Jr George Coleman, (r Edsel Hemingway
Coleman Chevrolet-Olds George Coleman Motors Hemingway Motor Co.





George Ballentine Motor Co.
Greenwood
Al Smith






Winnsboro Motor Sales Co.
Winnsboro
Wesley Snyder D. E. Mosteller Mac Snyder Jim Guthrie Joe Ben Herlong
Synder s Auto Sales Guy Motor Co. Leroy Cannon Motors Superior Motors, Inc. Herlong Motor Company
Greenville Anderson Greenville Orangeburg Johnston
Bob Peeler Claude Thompson Jim Roberts Joe Canady Ben Satcher
Carolina Leasing Welborn-Thompson Chevrolet Sir Pontiac John Foster Motors Ben Satcher Ford Co., Inc.

















































P( >S HT EXP
ALLEY, KENDALL VVR 6-0
North Rowan HS. Larrv Thomason Salisbury, NC
ANTHONY, VERNIE DT 6-3
Reidsville HS. Danny Scott, Collins, GA
ARRINGTON, VAN DELL CB 6-0
E. E. Smith HS, Roy McNeill. Norfolk, VA
AUSTIN, CLIFF TB 6-0
Avondale HS. Crawford Kennedy. Scottdale, GA
BAILEY, RICK MG 6-5
Eau Gaille HS, Larry Canaday, Melhorne, FL
BENISH, DAN DT 6-6
Hubbard HS. Ed Glass, Hubbard, OH
BERLIN, STEVE DT 6-5
Bethel Park HS. Bob King. Bethel Park. PA
BETHEA, FITZHUCH WR 5-9
Dillon HS. Paul Chapman. Dillon, SC
BROWN, GARY OT 6-3
Loudon. HS. Bert Ratledge, Philadelphia. TN
BROWN, RAY DT 6-4
East Rome HS, Jerry Sharp, Rome, GA
BROWN, ROY DE 6-1
Myrtle Beach HS. Doug Shaw, Mvrtle Beach, SC
BULLARD, WILBUR WR 5-11
Scotland HS. Mike Dubis, Laurel Hill, NC
BUTCHER, BRIAN OG 6-5
Crestwood HS, James Smith. Roswell, GA
BUTLER, RICHARD WR 6-0
Ware Shoals HS, Tommy Davis, Ware Shoals, SC
CHEATHAM, ANDY OG 6-4
Pebblebrook HS. Bud O'Hara. Mableton, GA
CHILDERS, TIM SS 6-1
Gaffnev HS. Bob Carlton, Gaffney, SC
CLAYTON, DAVID OT 6-4
Byrnes HS, Jimmy Come, Lyman, SC
COBB, WILLIE DE 6-2
Raines HS, Freddie Stephens. Jacksonville, FL
CRITE, BRENDON WR 5-10
Brevard HS, Carroll Wright, Brevard, NC
CRUCE, JEFF OT 6-7
Columbia HS, Bobby Simmons. Lake City, FL
DAVIS. BILLY FS 6-4
Mount Vernon HS. Rrnce Patrick, Alexandria, VA
DAVIS, TYRONE CB 6-1
Cedar Shoals HS, John Waters, Athens, GA
DEVANE, WILLIAM MG 6-2
Jacksonville HS. Rav Durham, Jacksonville. NC
DIGGS, BUBBA TE 6-3
Butler HS, Oliver Russell, Augusta, GA
DONALDSON, RICHARD SS
Bvrd HS, Bob Sanders, Favetteville, NC
DRIVER, STACY RB
Griffin HS, Lloyd Bohannon, Griffin. GA
DUNN, K. D. TE
Gordan HS, Randy Smith. Decatur, GA
ELLIS, JOE OG










Harding HS, Bruce Hardin. Charlotte, NC
FARR, JAMES OG
Thomson HS, Bill Reese. Thomson, GA
FLAGLER, TERRENCE RB
Fernandina Beach HS, Donnie Braddock, Fernandina Be
FLOWERS, KENNY RB 6-0
Spruce Creek HS. Jerry Manfredi, Daytona Beach, FL
FRIERSON. BOB OG 5-11
Lexington HS, Dick Weldon, Lexington, SC
GEMAS, KEVIN LB 6-1
Plymouth HS, Jim Beaver, Plymouth, Wl
GLENN, JOE DE 6-3
A C Flora HS, Charles Macalusa, Columbia, SC
GRIFFIN, STEVE RB 5-10
S. MeckJenberg HS, James Seacord, Charlotte, NC
HATCHER, DALE P 6-2
Cheraw HS. Burney Bourne, Cheraw, SC
HEADEN, ANDY DE 6-5
East Randolph HS, Sal Gero, Liberty, NC
HENDLEY, RICHARD P 5-11
Wade Hampton HS, Bill Phillips, Greenville, SC
HERMAN, DEAN DT 6-6
J J Kelly HS. Al Stecker, Wise, VA
HOLLOMAN, DUKE DB 6-2
Myrtle Beach HS. Doug Shaw. Myrtle Beach, SC
HUDSON, ALEX OT 6-5
Spartanburg HS, Rill Carr, Spartanburg, SC
IGWEBUIKE, DONALD PK 5-9
Imaculate Conception HS. Anambra, Nigeria
INGLE, REID OT 6-6
Calhoun HS, Bobby Hoppe. Calhoun, GA
ISAACS, MIKE DB 5-11
Pickens HS, Bill Isaacs. Pickens, SC
JORDAN, HOMER OB 6-0













































































































































43 KINARD, TERRY FS 6-1
Sumter HS. Dick Weldon. Sumter, SC
25 LEARN, RANDY DB 5-10
Belvidere HS, Frank Matta. Belvidere, NJ
44 LINDSEY, OTIS LB 6-3
Dodge HS, Larry Green, Chester, GA
51 LYTTON, JEFF C 6-3
Moeller HS, Gerry Faust. Blue Ash. OH
27 MACK, KEVIN FB 6-1
Kings Mountain HS, Dan Brooks, Kings Mountain, NC
11 MACK. TEBBY QB 6-3
Winnsboro HS, Ken Atkerson, Winnsboro, SC
2 MAGWOOD, FRANK WR 6-0
St John's HS, Rob Biggerstaff John s Island. SC
31 MARTIN, CARL SS 5-7
Clarendon Hall HS, Bill Martin, Elloree, SC
52 MASSARO, GARY C 6-5
Canon-McMillan HS, Tom Olzewki. Canonsburg, PA
74 MAYBERRY, BOB OT 6-5
Hickorv HS, James Besrwick, Sharon, PA
32 McCALL, JEFF FB 6-3
Pine Forest HS, Gary Whitman, Fayetteville. NC
86 McLAMB, ASHLEY TE 6-2
N. Myrtle Beach HS, Harold Dunlap, Little River, SC
35 McSWAIN, CHUCK TB 6-2
Chase HS, John Keeter, Caroleen, NC
28 McSWAIN, ROD CB 6-2
Chase HS, John Keeter, Caroleen, NC
96 MEEKS, CHUCK MG 6-0
Belton-Honea Path HS, Jim Nelson, Belton, SC
87 MILTON, ELDRIDGE LB 6-3
Charlton County HS, David Stepson. Folkston. GA
97 NOELTE, DAVID DE 6-2
Franklin HS, Claude Darr, Reisterstown, MD
17 PARETE, ANTHONY QB 6-0
Bishop Kenny HS, Mike Healv. Jacksonville, FL
6 PAULLING, BOB PK 6-2
St. Matthews HS. Otis Culclasure, St. Matthews, SC
66 PERRY, WILLIAM MG 6-3
Aiken HS, Eddie Buck, Aiken, SC
42 PICKETT, EDGAR DE 6-3
C, Davidson HS, Les Herrin, Lexington, NC
29 PLEASANT, REGGIE CB 5-10
Furman HS, James Gist, Pinewood, SC
63 REESE, STEVE OG 6-3
Thomson HS, Bill Reese, Thomson, GA
93 RABER, BRYAN DT 6-4
Lumpkin County HS, Larrv White, Dahlonega, GA
90 REMBERT, JOHNNY LB 6-3
DeSoto HS, Richard Bowers. Arcadia. FL
56 RICHARDSON, CHUCKIE LB 6-3
Thomasville HS, Allen Brown, Thomasville, NC
92 RICHARDSON, MARK DE 6-1
Hill HS, Richard O'Shawnessv. Spartanburg, SC
99 RIGGS, JIM DE 6-5
Scotland HS, Mike Dubis, Laurinburg, NC
83 ROBINSON, JAMES DT 6-5
St John's HS, Robert Biggerstaff, Charleston, SC
67 SCOTT, JIM DT 6-5
Mt Vernon HS, Bruce Patrick. Alexandria, VA
39 SEALY, SONNY DB 6-1
Blacksburg HS, Bob Blanton, Blacksburg, SC
77 SEASE, JODY OG 6-3
Salem HS, Wallace Thompson, Salem, VA
15 STOCKSTILL, JEFF WR 6-2
Fernandina Beach HS, Joel Stockstill, Fernandina Beach,
23 SUTTLE, JEFF SS 6-1
LaFavette HS, Bobbv Chappell, LaFavette, GA
58 SWING, DALE C 6-3
C. Davidson HS. Kevin Firquin, Lexington, NC
82 TRIPLETT, DANNY LB 6-4
Watauga HS. Bill Mauldin, Boone. NC
13 VARN, GUY DB 6-0
Fork Union HS, Red Pulliam, Martinsville, VA
41 VEREEN, RANDY CB 5-10
N. Myrtle Beach HS. Harold Dunlop, N Myrtle Beach,
73 WATSON, JOHN OT 6-4
Bamberg-Ehrhardt HS, Leon Maxwell, Bamberg. SC
55 WALLS, HENRY LB 6-2
C Davidson HS, Kevin Firquin, Southmont. NC
88 WELLS. JEFF TE 6-4
East Rome HS. Jcrrv Sharp, Rome, GA
34 WILLIAMS, BRAXTON FB
Dudley HS, J. A. McKee, Greensboro, NC
45 WILLIAMS, RAY WR
Ross HS, John Doskal, Favetteville, NC
50 WILLIAMS, SCOTT C




















































































































































has got it for Tiger fans!
Faced with the same old problem of where (and what) to eat before
the game? Give us a call ahead of time and we'll have a delicious box
lunch ready for you.
After the game, try "The Lighter Side" where you dine in casual
comfort and can order a sandwich, crepes, a spinach salad, quiche,
prime ribs ... or a complete dinner!
And if you really want to celebrate a Clemson victory right, "The
Forum" is the place to spend your Saturday evening! They feature
dining, dancing, and top-name entertainment.
Perone's . . . before or after the game . . . has it for you!
m? *' Vince Perone's
2f*
GREENVILLE'S MOST EXCITING RESTAURANT
1 East Antrim Drive, Greenville, S. C.
THE TIGERS
























Rod Mi Swan, CB
Reggie Pleasant CB
Carl Martin SS


















Jeff I stton C
52 ( an \1.iss.ini <
53 Joe Glenn DE
.54 Jeff Cruce OT
55 Henry Walls LB
.56 Chuckie Richardson ... LB
58 Dale Swing C
59 Reid Ingle OT
60 James Farr OG
61 Andy Cheatham OG
62 Brian Butcher OG
63 Steve Reese OG
64 Joe Ellis OG
65 Bob Frierson OG
66 William Perry MG
67 Jim Scott DT
68 Gary Brown OT
69 Vernie Anthonv DT
70 Rick Bailev MG
71 Dan Benish DT
72 Rav Brown DT
73 John Watson OT
74 Bob Mayberry OT
75 Dean Herman DT
76 Steve Berlin DT
77 Jodv Sease OG
78 Alex Hudson OT
79 David Clayton OT
80 Jim Wurst TE
81 K D Dunn TE
82 Danny Triplett LB
83 James Robinson DT
84 Willie Cobb DE
85 Bubba Diggs TE
86 Ashley McLamb TE
87 Eldridge Milton LB
88 Jeff Wells TE
89 Kendall Alley WR
90 Johnny Rembert LB
92 Mark Richardson .... DE
9.3 Brian Raber DT
94 William Devane MG
95 Kevin Gemas LB
96 Chuck Meeks MG
97 David Noelte DE
98 Richard Burton LB
99 Jim Riggs DE
WHEN CLEMSON HAS THE BALL
CLEMSON OFFENSE
2 FRANK MAGWOOD FLK
68 GARY BROWN LT
60 JAMES FARR LG
52 CARY MASSARO C
62 BRIAN BUTCHER RG
74 BOB MAYBERRY RT
85 BUBBA DIGGS TE
15 JEFF STOCKSTILL SE
3 HOMER JORDAN QB
32 JEFF McCALL FB
7 CLIFF AUSTIN TB
6 BOB PAULLING PK
OFFICIALS:
SOUTH CAROLINA DEFENSE
80 PHIL ELLIS OLB
70 ANDREW PROVENCE LT
97 RICKEY HAGOOD MG
90 FRANK WRIGHT RT
82 SKIP MINTON OLB
43 J. D. FULLER ILB
42 MIKE DURRAH ILB
24 HINTON TAYLOE LC
25 PAT BOWEN FS
26 HARRY SKIPPER RC
13 CHRIS NORMAN P
29 TROY THOMAS RC
Referee Donald B. Safrit
Umpire Donald G. McDonnell
THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPAI
Coca-Cola and Coke are registered trade-marks which identify the same product ol The Coca-Cola Company
THE GAMECOCKS
WHEN SOUTH CAROLINA HAS THE BALL
SOUTH CAROLINA OFFENSE
5 ERIC POOLE SE
73 MARK BROWN LT
79 TIM DYCHES LG
68 KENNY GIL C
65 CAS DANIELOWSKI RG
76 RUSTY RUSSELL RT
9 CHRIS CORLEY TE
2 CHRIS WADE FL
35 DOMINIQUE BLASINGAME . . FB
31 THOMAS DENDY TB
12 BILL BRADSHAW QB
10 MARK FLEETWOOD PK
Headlinesman Richard N. Tyndall, Jr.
Line Judge Joseph P Carroll
OF ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
CLEMSON DEFENSE
42 EDGAR PICKETT DE
71 DAN BENISH DT
66 WILLIAM PERRY MG
67 JIM SCOTT RT
12 ANDY HEADEN RE
90 JOHNNY REMBERT RLB
82 DANNY TRIPLETT LB
37 TYRONE DAVIS LC
29 REGGIE PLEASANT CB
26 TIM CHILDERS SS
43 TERRY KINARD FS
5 DALE HATCHER P
Field Judge Richard H. Williamson
Back Judge Joseph Direnzo, Jr.
1 Ira Hillary WR
2 Chris Wade WR
3 Don Norman TE
1 Emorv Bacon WR
5 Eric Poole WR
6 Curtis Hill TE
7 Ladd Fletcher WR
8 Ty Rietkovich TE
9 Chris Corlev TE
10 Mark Fleetwood PK
11 Allen Mitchell QB
12 Bill Bradshaw QB
11 ( hns Norman 1'
14 Cordon Beckham QB
15 Terrv Bishop WR
16 Scott Hagler PK
17 Quinton Lewis RB
18 Jim Desmond QB
19 John Tanner PK
21 Jake Gadsden DB
22 Earl Johnson DB
23 Glenn LeGrande ... DB
24 Hinton Tavloe DB
25 Pat Bowen DB
26 Harrv Skipper . DB
27 Chuck Finnev DB
28 Otis Morris DB
29 Trov Thomas DB
30 Rickv Duncan RB
31 Thomas Dendv RB
32 Willie Hill RB
33 Perrone Jones BB
34 Todd Berry RB
35 Dominique Blasingame RB
36 Thad Johnson RB
39 Carl West RB
40 Ray Lamb LB
41 James Chambliss DB
42 Mike Durrah ILB
43 J D Fuller ILB
44 Paul Vogel ILB
45 James Seawright ILB
46 Kevin McCutcheon . . DB
47 James Sumpter ILB
49 David Shivelv DB
51 Tony Walker MG
53 Fitzgerald Davis MG
54 Jimmy Catling ILB
55 Tom Garner C
57 Carl Womble C
59 Wes Arrowood C
I'l ( ..u\ Bvrrs ( )<
63 Rav Carpenter OG
64 Brian Achenbach OG
65 Cas Danielowski OG
67 Bill Barnhill OG
68 Kennv Gil C
69 George Smith . OG
70 Andrew Provence.
. DT
72 Kenneth Pncster OT
73 Mark Brown OT
74 John Lewis OT
7". Ml league (H
76 Rusty Russell OT
77 Jim Walsh OT
78 Freddie ( 'h.llmels (II
79 Tim Dvches OG
80 Phil Ellis OLB
81 Tonv Guvton OLB
82 Skip Minton OLB
S3 Harrv South OLB
84 Karev Johnson OLB
85 Tracv Evans OLB
86 Jav Frve OLB
87 Scott Hall OLB
88 Willie Mclntee OLB
89 Kenneth Robinson OLB
90 Frank Wright DT
91 Anthony Bailey DT
92 Phillip Bullock DT
95 Jim Thomas DT
96 Marcus Gilliam DT
97 Rickey Hagood MG
98 Paul Martin DT







If you've been waiting for projection TV to deliver picture quality
worthy of its size, then RCA's Projection Color TV Model PFR100 is
for you. With a peak brightness seven times greater than a movie
theater screen, plus a comb filter for sharpness and clarity, you get a
great movie-like image— even in a well lighted room. And with the
bright picture comes a wide viewing angle. So with RCA's Projection
Color TV in your home, just about any seat will be one of the best
seats in the house.
Now check these feature extras:
• 50" diagonal picture
• 3-lens precision optics
• Full-function infrared remote control
• 4-speaker, 2-channel sound
• Electronic tuning
• Compact, one-piece design





Capes Tire and Appliance
Anderson, SC








Scott's Car and Home
Donalds, SC




C and D Appliance
Seneca, SC











Perteets T V Sales and Service
Clarkesville, GA
Woods Hardware and Furniture
Commerce. GA
Beck Tractor and Appliance








Ray's Radio and Television

















Distributed by Southco Sales Corporation/Atlanta
Gamecocks
NO NAME CL POS HT WT
64 ACHENBACH, BRIAN Fr. OG 6-5 230
Miami, Fla.
59 ARROWOOD, WES Fr. C 6-4 221
Cowpens, S C.
4 BACON, EMORY So. WR 5-11 165
Reidsville, Ga.
91 BAILEY, ANTHONY Jr DT 6-1 233
Charlotte, N.C.
67 BARNHILL, BILL So. OG 6-4 245
Smyrna, Ga.
14 BECKHAM, GORDON Sr. QB 6-1 185
Atlanta, Ga
34 BERRY, TODD Jr. RB 6-0 210
Jefferson, Ga.
15 BISHOP, TERRY Sr. WR 6-0 175
Thomson, Ga.
35 BLASINGAME, DOMINIQUE J> RB 6-1 220
Midway, Ga.
25 bowen! pat Sr. DB 6-1 185
Mechanicsburg, Pa,
12 BRADS HAW, BILL So. QB 6-0 180
Spartanburg, S C.
73 brown, mark Jr OT 6-3 250
Miami, Fla.
92 BULLOCK, PHILLIP Fr. DT 6-6 280
Washington, D C
62 BYERS, GARY Jr OG 6-4 235
Baltimore, Md.
63 CARPENTER, RAY Fr. OG 6-2 248
Rock Hill, S.C
lo L. HAL,ML, Us, rnfc.DDlL Jr c\t\J l o-z
Newberry. S.C.
41 CHAMBLISS, JAMES Fr. DB 6-0 172
Cardele, Ga.
9 CORLEY, CHRIS So. TE 6-3 250
Irmo, S.C,




Fr. MG 6-4 223
31 DENOY, THOMAS Fr. RB 5-9 174
Fountain Inn, S.C.
18 DESMOND, JIM So. QB 6-1 185
Miami, Fla
30 DUNCAN, RICKY Fr. RB 5-11 196
Atlanta, Ga.
42 DURRAH, MIKE Jr ILB 6-0 215
Cowpens, S.C.
79 DYCHES, TIM Sr. OG 6-3 245
Hanahan, S C.
80 ELLIS, PHIL Sr. OLB 6-1 220
St. Petersburg, Fla.
85 EVANS, TRACY So. OLB 6-0 205
Irmo, S.C.
27 FINNEY, CHUCK Sr. DB 6-1 190
Miami. Fla.
10 FLEETWOOD, MARK Jr. PK 5-10 173
Atlanta, Ga.
7 FLETCHER, LADD Fr. WR 5-11 178
Atlanta, Ga.
86 FRYE, JAY So. OLB 6-0 200
Columbia. S.C.
43 FULLER, I. D. Jr. ILB 6-2 225
Clinton, S.C.
21 GADSDEN, JAKE Sr. DB 5-10 185
Charleston, S.C.
55 GARNER, TOM So. C 6-2 239
Roswell, Ga
54 GATLING, JIMMY Fr. ILB 6-0 194
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
68 GIL, KENNY Sr. C 6-3 235
Tampa, Fla.
96 GILLIAM. MARCUS Jr. DT 6-3 250
Shreveport, La.
81 GUYTON, TONY So. OLB 6-1 210
Dublin, Ga.
16 HAGLER, SCOTT Fr. PK 5-7 146
Dublin, Ga.
97 HAGOOD, RICKEY Jr. MG 6-3 285
Easley, S.C.
87 HALL, SCOTT Fr. OLB 6-1 205
Lauderdale Lakes, Fla.
6 HILL, CURTIS Fr. TE 6-1 222
Siloam, Ga.
32 HILL, WILLIE Fr. RB 6-0 207
Tifton. Ga.
1 HILLARY, IRA So. WR 5-11 185
Edgefield, S.C.
NO. NAME CL p< IS Ml
22 JOHNSON, EARL So. DB 6-2 190
Davtona Beach. Fla.
84 JOHNSON, KAREY Sr. OLB 5-11 205
Athens, Ga.
36 JOHNSON, THAD Fr RB 5-11 200
Hoboken, Ga.
33 JONES, PERRONE Fr, RB 6-2 201
Ft Lauderdale. Fla
111 LAMB, RAY Fr. LB 6-2 214
Atlanta. Ga.
23 LEGRANDE, GLENN So. DB 6-2 200
Philadelphia, Pa
74 LEWIS, JOHN Fr. OT 6-4 265
Batesburg, S.C.
17 LEWIS. QUINTON So. RB 6-1 200
Midway, Ga.
98 MARTIN, PAUL Jr- DT 6-2 250
Miami, Fla.




Fr OLB 6-2 206




MITCHELL, ALLEN Fr QB 5-11 169
Batesburg, S.C.
28 MORRIS, OTIS Fi DB 5-9 171
Griffin. Ga
13 NORMAN, CHRIS Jr P 6-2 190
Alhany, Ga
3 NORMAN, DON Fi TE 6-0 204
Albany. Ga
5 POOLE. ERIC Fr WR 6-0 170
Spartanburg, S.C.
72 PRIESTER, KENNETH Fi OT 6-5 276
College Park. Ga
71) PROVENCE, ANDREW Sr DT 6-3 255
Savannah, Ga.
8 RIETKOVICH, TY J' TE 6-3 215
West Columbia. S.C,
89 ROBINSON, KENNETH Fr OLB 6-0 214
Charleston. S C.
7(> RUSSELL, RUSTY Jr- OT ()-d 265
Orangeburg, S.C.
45 SEAWRIGHT JAMES So. ILB 6-3 207
Simpsonville. S C.
49 SHIVELY, DAVID Fi DB 5-11 177
Dunwoody, Ga.
2d SKIPPER, HARRY Sr DB 5-11 175
Baxley. Ga.
69 SMITH, GEORGE Si OG 5-11 245
Denmark, S.C.
83 SOUTH, HARRY So OLB 6-2 218
Savannah, Ga.




) TANNER, JOHN Sr. PK 6-2 190
Winnsboro, S.C.
24 TAYLOE, HINTON So. DB 5-10 170
Hollywood. Fla
75 TEAGUE, JEFF Fi OT 6-6 240
Gaffnev. S.C.





Jr DB 5-10 180




2 WADE, CHRIS So. WR 6-1 200
Edgefield. S C
51 WALKER, TONY So. \l<
.
6-4 245
Palm Beach Gardens, Fla.
77 WALSH, JIM So. OT 6-3 260
Savannah, Ga
39 WEST, CARL Sr. RB 6-0 205
MacClenny. Fla.
57 WOMBLE, CARL So. C 6-3 255
Savannah, Ga





50% Polyester & 50% Cotton
Small-Med.-Lg.-X.Lg.
Orange & White cap w/paw— $4.25
Tiger Hitting Gamecock Cap —
$4.25
Clemson Tigers Cap— $4.95
Sizes XS-Small-Large
Baseball Hard-hat— $3.95











Golf Shirt— Solid Orange— $16.95




50% Polyester & 50% Cotton
Small-Med.-Lg.-X.Lg.
also youth sizes available
Tiger Rag Air Horn
Great for autos, trucks, jeeps, etc.
This one can be heard across town.
Operated by 12 volt battery —
$69.95
Large Line of infants and childrens
wear.
Golf Shirt— $17.95
50% Polyester & 50% Cotton
Small-Med.-Lg.-X.Lg.
Ladies Shirt— $16.95
50% Polyester & 50% Cotton
Small-Med.-Lg.-X.Lg.
Custom monogramming available on
all merchandise.
Send check, money order, Master
Charge or Visa number with Exp.
date to Clemson Location. Add 4%
sales tax.
POSTAGE & HANDLING
Add the appropriate charge for the
total amount of merchandise ordered:
Up to $10—add $1.75
$10 to $20—$2.50
Over $20—$3.50








Write or call for Free Brochure.
by Margaret Pridgen
Clemson University was bom during hard economic times in the
decade of the 80s—the 1880s.
Through scientific education in agriculture and the mechanical arts,
the young Clemson A&M College turned out thousands of Southern
boys with the technical and management skills to build a modern
economy strong in agriculture and manufacturing.
Economic hard times are with us again in the 1980s and Clemson,
now a modern, coed university, approaches its centennial with a
renewed sense of urgency about its founding mission.
Simply stated, Clemson believes education—investing in human
resources, investing in brainpower—is the essential cornerstone of
prosperity and well-being for South Carolinians.
Despite rising costs and budget cuts, there is everywhere on
campus this fall evidence of a renewed commitment to academic
excellence.
Records for private support for academics were shattered last
year. The University's total permanent endowment now exceeds
$9.7 million and Clemson alumni rank third in the nation among
public colleges and universities in percentage participation in
alumni giving.
Through the Alumni Loyalty Fund, Clemson has increased aca-
demic scholarships, fellowships and awards for outstanding teaching
and research. It also added five permanent Alumni Professorships,
awarded to the University's "master teachers."
Plans are under way to launch, in early 1983, a major academic
fund-raising effort, the "Challenge to Greatness" campaign, to culmi-
nate with the school's 100th birthday in 1989.
Applications for admission are up, and so is student retention. Last
year 86 percent of Clemson freshmen returned as sophomores,
reflecting their view of the value of a Clemson education as well as
their own scholastic achievement.
The University launched its honors program "Calhoun College"
this fall. And Clemson continues to review and evaluate its 77 under-
graduate and 58 graduate programs to make sure they meet the
needs of the students, society and industries served—agriculture,
textiles, electronics, construction, forestry, travel and tourism.
The University foresaw the computer age and the demand for
computer education and built one of the largest and best-managed
academic computer centers in the nation. And the computer science
department is the fastest growing academic unit on campus.
Research and public service activities through agencies like the
S.C. Agricultural Experiment Station and the Cooperative Extension
Service are undergoing a similar rigorous examination to make sure
they meet the needs of the 21st century.





This year, we at Chevrolet are going to prove something very important.
We're going to prove that your faith in American ingenuity,
technology and skill has not been misplaced.
In the coming months, you'll see that proof in places
you may not have checked lately. In our Chevrolet products.
Take a good hard look, this year especially.
You'll discover a Chevrolet that's much more than simply number one in sales.
You'll discover a Chevrolet that's taking charge
in providing better, more exciting, affordable products.
Chevrolets built with higher-quality design and assembly procedures.
Chevrolets built with more state-of-the-art production techniques.
Chevrolet^ with the most advanced automotive technology ever in our history.
\
Whether or not we become your next new car,
j
we want to make you proud that we are Americas car.
We are USA-1. And USA-1 is taking charge.
A
Press Box Association
Are the Books Ready?
By David Fowler
Editor's note: David Fowler is the author of this
article on the Clemson press box. You can't tell
by this article, but he is one of the people that
makes the press box run smoothly. He drives
all the way from Myrtle Beach for home games
to act as the "Czar" of the press box.
When the two teams take to the field lor to-
day's game, it signals the end of a week of prep-
aration for both the coaches and the players.
And for the fans, it signals the end to a week of
hard work.
But, for one group ofpeople, the game signals
a beginning, a beginning that will last far into the
night and continue much of Sunday afternoon.
Those people, known to most of you as the "place
where the Public Address Announcer Sits,' is
known simply as the press box.
Here, while most of you are sitting in the
stands watching the game, cheering, eating hot
dogs or painting Tiger Paws on faces, is a group
of people dedicated to getting the word out
about this game to those who don't get to the ball
game. In fact, in today's contest there are over
200 people who in some form or another will
contribute to the world s knowledge about the
Clemson-South Carolina game.
Before the game is over, every part of the
country will at least know the final score, who
scored what and when, and what Danny Ford
and Richard Bell said about the game. All of this
is the direct effect of one of the best-run press
boxes in college football.
The Clemson press box is divided into two
levels. The lowest level, or the level nearest
the original seats in the stadium, is reserved
for both the broadcast and photo journalists.
When the Tigers are on either regional or na-
tional television, a good portion of the photo
deck (the open area of the deck) is taken up
by the network crews.
In addition to the photo deck, the Clemson
radio network, headed up by Jim Phillips, is
located on this level along with the visiting
team s radio station, coaches booth, athletic
directors booths and stadium command center.
It is also here that everyone's friend (Freeman
Martin) is located in the public address system.
But the bulwark of the press box is located on
the second level. That's where everything from
taking statistics to creating the headlines goes
tional Collegiate Atf
QUICKIE STATISTICS
on. Headed up by the Clemson Sports Informa-
tion Director Bob Bradley, the working press
level takes on the task of gathering the statistics,
providing a play-by-play description of the
game and disbursing all of this to the media
on both levels.
"We are lucky to have one of the finest press
box facilities in the country, said Bob Bradley,
Clemson sports information director for 27 years
and a visitor to many press facilities, college or
pro, across the country. "It is a pleasure to work
here and with the increase in interest in Clem-
son football in recent years, we are fortunate to
have the room to comfortably serve the media.
All of this elaborate press, photographic, and
broadcast facilities wouldn't be half as successful
if it weren t for the people that do the work.
Assigned by Bradley and assistants Tim
Bourret and Kim Kelly, the press box corps
is composed of students and alumni.
Yes, that's right, alumni. The Clemson press
box is composed of no less than eight returning
veterans who handle the same jobs they did
when they were students. Sam Copeland, a
veteran of eleven years, handles the play-by-
play. That entails typing, word-for-word, what
happens on the field, a job that allow s only thirty
seconds between each play. "Clemson has the
best play-by-play in the country, said Mike
Swanson, researcher for CBS sports when he
was here for the Boston College game. Cope-
land, the Sports Director for WBTW in
Florence, started out as one of the first student
assistants in the Clemson Sports Information Of-
fice. His wife acts as his spotter.
A 1980 Clemson graduate, Karen Blackmail,
who is in marketing with South Carolina Federal
in Columbia, handles scoring summaries and
getting various announcements to the press
corps. It's Blackmail s work that leads to all of the
game scores that you hear during the games.
Along with Blackmail is the most recent grad-
uate ofthe student crew, Laurie Bussey. Bussey,
daughter of former Clemson quarterback, Char-
lie Bussey, served as a student assistant during
her four years at Clemson. After graduating from
Clemson in 1982, Bussey returns to Tiger
games, keeping track of time of possession, third
down conversions and first down yardage.
Rounding out the alumni group are myself.
National Collegiate Attikrtlc A
OFFICIAL SCORING SUMMARY
Press box aides finish computing, telecopying and collating "books" of stats by about 7:30 PM.
Bob Bradley has been in charge of Clemson
press box operations since 1954.
Earl "Pepper Martin, Norb Goebel, and Larry
Nash. Tenure in the press box belongs to Norb,
who has kept the passing statistics for 29 years.
Martin, a U.S. Post Office carrier, has been in-
volved in a variety of jobs, most recently as a
photographer from the sidelines.
The statistics you see each morning are the
direct results of Goebel and Nash. Operating as
one of the best twosomes in college football
statistics, Norb and Larry have kept the statistics
together for 15 years.
Making the box run smoothly are the student
assistants that work day-to-day in the Sports In-
formation Office. Leading the list of students is
senior Cricket Yates. Yates, from Sumter, is re-
sponsible for literally letting the world know
about today's game. Calls from every part of the
country come in to Yates, who in turn gives an
up-to-the-minute report to those calling includ-
ing CBS and ABC. When Jim Lampley says Cliff
Austin gained a school record 260 yards against
Duke, he got the info from Cricket.
Senior Jeff Rhodes is another ranking member
of the student stafl. It is Rhodes s responsibility
to compute the drive chart and he fills out the
individual and team stat sheets for the media.
Jill Mixon and Jerry Rothemore are in charge
of keeping the substitution chart, Al Bynum
spots lor inside public address announcer
Johnny Jones (the press have their own PA sys-
tem with more complete stats, etc), Sammy
Blackmail and Jane Robelot deliver scores of
other games to the radio networks and outside
PA system and Bill Bishop spots for Freeman
Martin, the outside PA man.
Kim Kelly, the assistant sports information
director and the originator of all those clever
Clemson football player promotions, keeps the
defensive statistics for both teams and oversees,
along with Bradley, the organization of the stats
crew. Kelly, and Tim Bourret also file the official
NCAA stats to Kansas City at about 5:00 PM.
They can make or break Cliff Austin s NCAA
rushing ranking with the stroke of a pen.
So, when you read about the game on Sunday,
you know it is the culmination of a lot of work by
a lot of people who are still sending stones and
filing statistics with the NCAA while you are in
the middle of a post-game party.
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Clemson players, coaches and fans are notori-
ous for mustering up big appetites. That's when
they want the best U.S.D.A. Graded Choice
heavy grain-fed Western Beef. Beef that's actu-
ally guaranteed to be tender. Every time. And
BI-LO's Western Beef Market is where they find
























36 by Jim Shirley vs. N.C. State. 1951
by Ray Yauger vs. Wake Forest, 1969
234 by Don King vs. Fordham, 1952
30.4 (5-152) by Ken Moore vs. The Citadel. 1954
140 by Mike O'Cain vs. N.C. State, 1976
48 by Tommy Kendrick vs. Florida State, 1970
25 by Tommy Kendrick vs. Florida State, 1970
323 by Thomas Ray vs. North Carolina, 1965
4 by Robby Gage vs. Auburn, 1947
.689 (20-29) by Homer Jordan vs. Maryland, 1981
53 by Tommy Kendrick vs. Florida State, 1970
374 by Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1947
11 by Phil Rogers vs. North Carolina, 1965
163 by Jerry Butler vs. Georgia Tech, 1977
32.6 (7-161) by Jerry Butler vs. Georgia Tech, 1977
(7-161) by Perry Tuttle vs. Wake Forest, 1981








33 by Maxcy Welch vs.
5 by Maxcy Welch vs.
5 by Maxcy Welch vs.





by Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1947
9 by Tommy Chandler vs. Presbyterian, 1949
4 by Obed Ariri on tour occasions
15 by Obed Ariri vs. Wake Forest, 1978 and 1980
Tackles: 24
Tackles by Lineman: 17
Tackles by Del Back: 16
Tackles for Loss: 5






by Jeff Davis vs. North Carolina, 1980
by Jim Stuckey vs. Georgia, 1978
by Jack Cain vs. Mankind. 1980
by Steve Durham vs. Maryland, 1979
by Hollis Hall vs. Tulane, 1981
by Willie Underwood vs. Wake Forest,
by Jim Stuckey vs. Wake Forest and
Maryland, 1979
by Steve Durham vs. Maryland, 1979
by Randy Scott vs. Duke, 1978
by Jeff Davis vs. North Carolina, 1980
bv Kit Jackson vs. Wake Forest, 1965
bv Don Kellev vs. Duke, 1970
1980
Punts: 13 by Marion Butler vs. Wake Forest, 1942
Punt Average: 51.0 (6-306) by Dale Hatcher vs. Kentucky, 1981
Punt Yards: 504 by Banks McFadden vs. Tulane, 1939
Punts Blocked: 2 In Wingo Avery vs. The Citadel, 1954
Punt Returns: 10 by Shad Bryant vs. Furman, 1939
Punt Ret Yds: 167 by Don Kellev (4 Ret) vs. Maryland, 1970
Kickoff Ret: 7 by John Shields vs. Alabama, 1969
Kickoff Ret Yds: 160 by John Shields vs. Alabama, 1969
Team Records
Most Rushes: 78 vs. Duke. 1979
Most Yards Rushing: 536 vs. Wake Forest, 1981
Most TD's Rushing: 11 vs. Presbyterian, 1945
Most Passes Attempted: 48 vs. North Carolina, 1965,
48 vs. Florida State, 1970
Fewest Passes Attempted: vs. South Carolina, 1956
Most Passes Completed: 25 vs. Florida State, 1970
Fewest Passes Completed: vs. George Washington, 1938,
Presbyterian, 1942; South Carolina, 1943-44-52-56;
Fordham, 1952; VPI, 1956
Most Yards Passing: 354 vs. Duke, 1963
Fewest Yards Passing: — 1 vs. Maryland, 1956
Most Passes Had Intercepted: 7 vs. South Carolina, 1945
Most TD Passes: 4 vs. Auburn, 1947
Most Total Offense: 756 vs. Wake Forest, 1981
Most Punts Returned: 11 vs. George Washington, 1941
Most Yards Returned: 167 vs. Maryland, 1970
Most Kickoff Returns: 10 vs. Georgia Tech, 1944
Most Yards Returned: 198 vs. Florida, 1952
Most First Downs Rushing: 27 vs. Presbyterian, 1957;
27 vs. Wake Forest, 1981
Most First Downs Passing: 17 vs. North Carolina, 1965
Most Total First Downs: 35 vs. Wake Forest, 1981
Fewest Total First Downs: 1 vs. South Carolina, 1943
Most Penalties: 14 vs. Furman, 1964; 14 vs. Wake Forest, 1977;
14 vs. Virginia, 1980
Most Yards Penalized: 180 vs. Furman, 1964
Most Points Scored: 122 vs. Guilford, 1901
Greatest Victory Margin: 122-0 vs. Guilford, 1901
Greatest Defeat Margin: 7-74 vs. Alabama, 1931
Interceptions: 6 vs. South Carolina, 1971
Intercept. Ret. Yds: 143 (4 Returns) vs. Maryland, 1970
QB Sacks: 10 vs. Maryland, 1979
Pass Broken Up: 12 vs. Wake Forest, 1979
Tackles For Loss: 15 vs. Maryland, 1979
Fumble Becoveries: 6 vs. Duke, 1965
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people, the entire population
of The State of South Carolina
plus thousands in neighboring
states can hear Clemson football
over more than fifty local radio stations




MOUNT PLEASANT. SC ^0
...Many of which
also carry the pre-
game tailgate show and
post game fifth quarter final scores
show. As indicated above, most cities
and stations in South Carolina carry the


















"Serving Your Energy Needs"
81 Plaza, Powdersville







1981 Score vs. Clemson: 29-13
1981 Season's Record: 6-6
Series Record vs. Clemson: 30-46-3
Colors: Garnet and Rlack
1982 Record: 4-6
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OPEN ALL DA Y SA TURDA Y
PHONE 803/288-4341 P.O. BOX 7 MAIN STREET MAULDIN, S C. 29662
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Highlights of each week's Clemson game - with commentary by Coach Danny
Ford and the voice of the Tigers, Jim Phillips. Consult local listings for times.
WFBC-TV • WCIV-TV • WPDETV • WRDW-TV • WOLOTV
GREENVILLE CHARLESTON FLORENCE AUGUSTA COLUMBIA

Believe It or Not,
We're Number One
«; 1981 Orange Bowl
By Jeff Rhodes
As Carl, the assistant greenskeeper (Bill
Murray) said in the movie Caddyshach,
"It's a Cinderella story . . . out of the pack
. . . now playing for the biggest title in
the game.
The clock struck 12 for Clemson the
night of January 1, 1982, hut the all-
orange-clad Tigers did not turn into
pumpkins, instead they trotted off the floor
of the hot and very humid Orange Bowl as
the 1981 National Champions.
"I didn't know what to think," said
Danny Ford, who, at 33 was the youngest
head coach to ever take a team to the na-
tional title. "We had to prepare for a great
team in Nebraska. They were huge and we
didn't want to embarrass ourselves on na-
tional TV."
Clemson began its storybook season
looking to rebound from a mediocre 6-5
campaign in 1980. After a 13-3 win over
1980's Queen of the Ball, the Tigers
worked their way up in both wire service
polls by season's end. After a 29-13 win
over the Ugly Stepbrother and his evil
Fighting Roosters in Columbia, Clemson
was invited to the 48th Annual Orange
Bowl.
The big, ugly ogres from the Midwest
took the opening kickoff, but, faced with a
third-and-two situation, Nebraska quarter-
back Mark Mauer was hit by middle guard
William Devane.
"I went in to make the stop," said line-
backer Danny Triplett. "I realized (tailback
Roger) Craig didn't have the ball and my
reaction was to get him out of the way and
Perry Tuttle's TD catch earned him a spot on
the cover of Sports Illustrated.
go for the ball." Devane got there first,
however, and Clemson had the football at
the Nebraska 28.
Clemson could not move the ball in six
plays, so Donald [gwebuike was called on
for a 41-yard field goal attempt. The Niger-
ian native's kick looked as though it would
have been good from 61 yards and the
Atlantic Coast Conference champions
led 3-0.
Nebraska pulled a trick from the first
pages of the Scorcerer's Handbook for the
go-ahead score after the kickofl. After mov-
ing to the Clemson 25, Mike Rozier threw
a halfback pass to Anthony Steels, who
caught the ball just before going over the
end line. Kevin Seibel added the extra
point and the Big-Fight champions looked
as though they were going to make sure
Clemson s fantasy died.
Near the end of the first quarter, Clem-
son regained its sense of direction as the
Tigers moved to the Nebraska 21 after a
punt. Igwebuike hit a 37-yard field goal to
cut Nebraska's margin to 7-6.
After an interception in the end zone
ended Clemson s first drive of the second
quarter, the Tigers proved the team's
number-one ranking in scoring defense
was not gained on good looks alone. Defen-
sive end Joe Glenn separated fullback Phil
Bates from the ball and Clemson had a
golden opportunity at the Nebraska 27.
After seven plays, the fairytale resumed
its proper course as Cliff Austin, who had
been stuck in an elevator two hours earlier
in the day, scored on a sweep from the two.
"We had run up the middle in that situa-
tion all year," said Austin, who had scored
to give Clemson the lead three years ear-
lier in the 1978 Gator Bowl. "I think they
were expecting us to run up the middle
again. We ran wide right and we caught
them by surprise. Brendon Crite made a
great block on the corner man and I was
able to go in untouched.
The Tigers missed the two-point play
after Austin's tally, but Clemson had a lead
it would not relinquish for the rest of
the game. The half ended with Clemson on
top 12-7.
Homer Jordan, who was later named
most valuable offensive player, drove the
Tigers 75 yards in 12 plays to Clemson's last
touchdown. Jordan capped Clemson's
second possession of the second half with
a 13-yard pass to All-America receiver
Perry Tuttle in the end zone and Bob
Paulling added the extra point. For Tuttle,
that pass was his eighth touchdown recep-
tion of the season, a Clemson record.
Lee Nanney helped control the line ofscrimmage.
and it also earned him the cover spot on
Sports Illustrated the next week.
After Billy Davis' 47-yard punt return,
Jordan moved the Tigers to the Nebraska
20, where Igwebuike kicked a 36-yard field
goal. It was his third of the night, and it put
Clemson ahead, 22-7, with a little over two
minutes left in the third quarter.
When the Pittsburgh-Georgia score,
("in another bowl game being played
tonight," as the stadium PA announcer
said) came over the loudspeaker, Nebraska
realized it, too, had a chance for the na-
tional championship. The Cornhuskers
marched 69 inspired yards for a touch-
down. Craig ran around left end for
the 26-yard play that capped the drive and
he used the same run for the two-point
conversion. Clemson led 22-15, but it was
nail-biting time.
The Clemson defense once again, as it
had all year, rose to the occasion to stop the
would-be spoilers on their final extended
drive. The offense, too, did its part by run-
ning the clock down, and after Andy
Headen deflected Mauer's last-second,
desperation pass, the final chapter of the
"Cinderella story was written and the
book closed.
Clemson, a relatively unknown football
team from the Piedmont of South Carolina,
had come from nowhere to become King of
the college football world and there was no
one left to dispute the title.
"I really don't feel it has all sunk in yet,"
Ford said. "What we did is a source of
pride for everyone associated with the
University. It will always be a high point
for Clemson.
As Frank Sinatra once sang, "Dreams
























1 Texas 1' 19 X X X 19 11 8 14 17V2 93
o I'CLA II. X X X X 20 16 20 15 X 87
3 Miami (Fla.
)
X 13 X X X 12 X 13 IOV2 20 68 Vi
1 Clemson 12 20 1.3 X X X o 14 5 X 66
5 North Carolina X 12 X 20 16 X X X 12 \ 60
6 SMU X 16 X X X I 1 15 18 \ X 60
7 Oklahoma St. X X X X 17 X 5 X 19 15 Vi 56 Vi
S Arizona St. X 5 X X X 15 3 X 18 12 53
9 Houston X X X 17'/2 X 1 14 X 20 X 52 lA
10 Southern Cal X 7 X X X 1.3 Vi 9 16 2 X 47 Vi
Twenty points are awarded for first place, 19 for second, 18 lor third, etc.
SECOND TEN: Alabama 45'/2 , Arkansas 44, Perm State 42, Stanford 40M>, California 40, Texas
El Paso 40, Georgia 35, Brigham Young .31, Iowa 30, Pepperdine 30.
THIRD TEN; Iowa State 29, Indiana 27, Nebraska 27, Oklahoma 27, Minnesota 26, North Carolina State 26, San
Jose State 26, West Virginia 26, Tennessee 25, Missouri 24.
For the third time in the last four
years, the Clemson all-around
sports program has been ranked in
the top five in the nation. The sur-
vey conducted by the Knoxville
Journal takes into account national
ranking in many selected sports.
The Tigers were ranked fourth in
this year's poll as six Clemson
teams were rated in the top 20 in
men's athletics last year. The Ti-
gers have been in the top five of the
poll in 1979, 1980 and 1982 and
have been in the top 30 in the last
seven years. Obviously Clemson's
superb coaching staff is the prime






























At Robin's our name symbolizes a commitment to you. A
dedication to always provide you with considerable savings
on a wide selection of quality men's and ladies' clothing in
today's styles.
All of us at Robin's are proud to give you this commit-
ment and we promise that every trip you make to Robin's
will truly be a great experience in clothing.
A Great Experience In Clothing
Floreace Columbia Greenville Anderson North Myrtle Beach
SMITH @ WATERS INC.
Serving Georgia - North Carolina - South Carolina
• DEPENDABLE MOTOR CARRIER SERVICE
• DIRECT SERVICE TO ALL POINTS
• CLASS RATE DISCOUNTS
HOME OFFICE
P.O. BOX 570


















T. C. Atkinson, Jr., Director
Charlie W. Bussey, Director
W. G. DesChamps, Jr., Director
Dr. R. C. Edwards, Director
Harper Gault, Director
F. Reeves Gressette, Jr., Director
Lewis F Holmes, Director
E E. Hughes, Director
Dr. G. J. Lawhon, Jr., Director
Calhoun Lemon, Director
George G. Poole, Jr., Director
Chris Suher, Director
W. H. Taylor, Director
Marshall Walker, Director
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR — BILL McLELLAN
IPTAY EXECUTIVE SECRETARY — JOSEPH J. TURNER, JR.




IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRIC T 1




Phillip H Rosenberg. Chairman*





















P C. Osteen. Jr.
It, ibi-rt ( . Sharpc
* liris Sillier'
Greenwood County
Robert L. McCord, Chairman*

















































k \ \ leken
Joseph A West"
Eugene P Willimon
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT II
C, Evans Putman, Director — District II
15 Quail Hill Drive







John M. Hamrick, Jr., Chairman"
W Ronald Barrett"
James Vincent Caggiano"




James R. Sanders, Jr."
Greenville County
K M. Watson, Chairman"
Bill Barbary"
Walter Glenn Brackm. Jr.*
Joseph Bailey Bright"
Miles E Bruce*
Charles A Bryan. Jr
Phillip H Burnett"
Larry B Copeland









Joel W. Grav III"
Charles D Hunt
Richard H Ivester*








J G Miller, Jr










E Richard Taylor, Jr




J R Adair, Chairman
Thomas E Davenport
Henry M. Faris, Sr.
Charles Jeter Glenn
William J. Hendrix






W. M. Manning, Jr., Chairman*
T. R Adams, Jr.
James G Bagnal III
Andy N. Beiers
John L. Brady. Sr.
A, B, Bullington, Jr
William M. Cooper"


















Harold E. Blackwell, Chairman
Cecil Wavne Comer
H S Harris, Jr."
B E. Kirby, Jr.
Thomas E. Mack
Dr. J. H Timmerman
Director, District HI
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT III
Dr. J H Timmerman, Director — District III
1513 Mornmghill Dr
Columbia, S C 29210
Aiken County








Eugene H. Kneece, Jr.
John G. Molony
Alan M. Tewkesbury III
Charlie W. Timmerman




H. O. Weeks, Sr.
Edgefield County
E. O Dukes, Jr., Chairman"
Joe F. Anderson, Jr.
J. W. Gilliam, Jr.
Henry M. Herlong, Jr.
Joe Ben Herlong
Lewis F. Holmes III*




D. H Caughman, Chairman*
R Hugh Caldwell
James Tracv Childers
William B Clinton, Jr.
James A. Compton
Ernest Jamerson Corley, Jr.
H Ralph Corley, Sr.
John Melton Gault III
T. A Henry
Warren Craig Jumper"













C. H Ragsdale II I"
Terry C Shaver*











William T Clawson HI
Ralph Cooper*











William T. McDaniel 111
James P. McKeown III"
S C McMeekm. Jr."
Jeffrey A. O'Cam"
Robert A. Richardson
Crawford E Sanders III*
A. Lee Sheider, Jr
Davis O. Smith*
John B. Smith, Jr
John H Timmerman"
Keith H Waters
E Ralph Wessinger, Sr.
Saluda County










IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT IV
Bill M. Reaves, Director — District IV
515 Richardson Circle. E.
Hartsville, S.C, 295,50
Chester County









James C. Stone, Chairman
Rhett Butler
John R Thomas
Dan L. Tillman, Jr
Patrick K. White
Ray L Wilson, Jr
Darlington County
William P. Kennedy, Chairman
Hubert C. Baker"
T. James Bell, Jr
J. W. Carter
Marion D. Hawkins, Jr
Warren Jeffords
G. J. Lawhon, Jr
William B. McCown III*
Harry M. McDonald






Forest E Hughes, Jr.
Harold R. Jones*
Kershaw County
J. F. Watson, Chairman*
Kenneth W. Carson
Tommie W. James, Jr
*
G P Lachicotte
T F. McNamara, Jr.
Lancaster County






Marion D. Lever, Jr.
Joe H. Lynn"




Carroll Green DesChamps II, Chairman"
W. G. DesChamps. Jr
Bethel C. Durant
Don R McDaniel, Sr.
Marlboro County









Roy W. Campfield, Jr
O. T. Culp"




James W. Hancock, Jr.
William F. Harper
Alford Haselden
W. T. Jenkins. Jr
F. D. Johnson"
James H. Owen, Jr.*
J. C. Rhea, Jr.*
Ben R Smith. Jr.*




IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT V










Howard G Dickinson, Jr., Chairman
H M. Anderson"




W. H. Thornley, Chairman"
Lawrence C. McMillan
Beaufort County
J. Harry Tarrance, Chairman"
George J. F. Bullwmkel, Jr
*
Henry C. Chambers*




William H Bull, Chairman"
Martin C. Cheatham
Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr.
Charleston County
Van Nov Thornhill, Chairman"
John Q. Adams III"
Archie E Baker










David M. Murray, Jr.*
Carl S. Pulkinen
Paul Quattlebaum, Jr."
Walter A. Renken, Jr.
A. B. Schirmer. Jr
J R Stout*
Colleton County
Jack W. Carter, Sr., Chairman*
William T. Howell
Marion W. Sams, Jr.
J. Ryan White III"










William F Speights, Chairman*
Jerry F. Crews, Jr.
David B Gohagan
Winston A. Lawton
Wilham S. Ware, Sr.
Jasper County
Dale Ferguson III, Chairman
Orangeburg County
William B. Bookhart. Jr., Chairman*
David Copeland
Larry Dyar
F. Reeves Gressette, Jr
"
W. C. Higginbotham, Jr
"
Edgar C. McGee
J. M. Russell, Jr
Jack G. Vallentine III"
James C. Williams, Jr.
Russell S. Wolfe II*
A VI
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT VI




Theodore B. Gardner, Chairman
fulius R Eadon, Jr.






W. G. Lynn, Chairman"
Charles F. Carmichael*
Billy Daniel*
L. B. Hardaway, Jr
"






Rufus M Brown. Chairman"
Thomas D. Birchmore*
Marion G Brown
Clyde S. Bryce. Jr.
Marvin Cockfield*
L. M. Coleman. Jr
William L. Coleman*
Frank A. Douglass, Jr.*












Glenn A. Cox, Chairman"
Joe Thomas Branvon. Jr
Samuel M. Harper
H. Edsel Hemingway, Jr.*
A H. Lachicotte, Jr.
Joe Young
Horry County
R. G. Horton, Chairman














T. C. Atkinson III, Chairman"





George G. Poole. Jr
Sumter County
Wyman L. Morns. Chairman
TO Bowen, Jr
John J. Britton. Jr.
E M. Dubose
W. T. Fort, Jr
R. L. Wilder, Jr.*
Williamsburg County
John J Snow, Chairman
W. C. Cottingham*
W H. Cox
Fred P. Guerry, Jr.
James M. Kennedv






















Edgar L. Miller, Jr*
Tom R Morns, Jr.
W. D. Moss, Jr.
Walter M Nash III
Thomas G. Roche, Jr.*



















John L Murray, Jr."
Thomas E. Peterson
Edwin S Presnell





Joseph W Turner, Jr.
Eugene P. Willimon, Jr
Bobbie J Yarborough
DISTRICT L\




T. C. Breazeale, Jr
Charles W. Bussey, Jr.
Robert T Cathey*








Alvin J. Hurt, Jr.

















Mr. & Mrs. Ray O'Brian Carter
Chapin, SC






Dr. B R. Ewing
Anderson, SC
Bill Folk, Jr. Memorial
Richardson, TX
Grant s Textiles, Inc.
Spartanburg, SC
Mrs. C. Guy Gunter #1
Greenville, SC
Mrs. C. Guy Gunter #2
Greenville, SC










Mrs. Donna Merck Jones
Norfolk, VA










In Memory of Jack R. Miller
In Philip & Celeste Prince
New York, NY
Mrs. Lena A. Sloan
Clemson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Smith
Anderson, SC
Robert Lee Stowe, Jr.
Belmont, NC
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene P. Willimon
Clemson, SC





Mr. & Mrs. Harold E. Addis
Greenville, SC
George & Nancy Alley
Columbia, SC
T. C. Atkinson III & Friend
Marion, SC
T. C. Atkinson, Jr.
Marion, SC






Y. C. Ballenger Electrical Contr.
Spartanburg, SC
Bankers Trust ol SC
Greenwood, SC
Clarence B. Bauknight, Jr.
Greenville, SC























Mr. & Mrs. T. C. Breazeale, Jr.
Knoxville, TN
Budweiser ol Anderson, Inc.
Anderson, SC






























William T. Davidson, Jr.
Henrietta, NC
Premier Investment Co., Inc.



















First Federal Savings & Loan
Assn. of Greenville
Greenville, SC















Edward R. Ginn III
Hilton Head Island, SC







































Mr. & Mrs. Lachlan L. Hyatt
Spartanburg, SC








Francis A. Jeffries, Sr. Memorial Ellison S. McKissick, Jr.
Columbia, SC Greenville, SC
Capt, Frank J. Jervey Thomas B. McTeer, Jr.
Clemson, SC Columbia, SC
Dale Johnson Mr. 6c Mrs. Jerry A. Meehan
Greenville, SC Anderson, SC
Joseph Crosby Jones MGR. Inc.
Wilkesboro, NC Spartanburg, SC
Ralph W. & J. Morgan Jones Moody-Godley Auction Co., Inc.
Greenwood, SC Darlington, SC
Mr. R. Ligon King, Jr. /President Bob Morgan
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
In Upmnnj nf F G (Ren) K'neece Mnrtfan Invpstmpnt Inr•I'M I 1 1 1 1 1 V I M 1 II ' 1 [ I 1111
by Nita & Kathleen Greenville, SC
Sumter, SC Or Wvm in I YtfirrK
Mr. Knickerbocker Sammie Morris
Clemson, SC Sumter, SC
( rj rpnnp k np^tpr- A H \ Thomas () VfnrrK Ir
—
1 HUH IU.J V / , LV1VS1 1 lu, Jli
Services, Inc. Hemingway Pharmacy
Atlanta, GA Hemingway, SC
Leigh Fibers, Inc. Mr. & Mrs. Stephen H. Mudge
Spartanburg, SC Myrtle Beach, SC
Calhoun Lemon Multimedia, Inc.
Bam well, SC Greenville, SC
Mrs. E. Oswald Lightsey Dr. M. B. Niekles, Jr.
Hampton, SC Hartsville, SC
Mr. 6t Mrs. V. F. Linder, Jr. Emory G. Orahood, Jr.
Irmo, SC Atlanta, GA
"In Memory ot Elbert L. Bailes Orderest, Inc.
West Union, SC Greenville, SC
The Lodge In Memory ol V. K. Hines
Myrtle Beach, SC Florence, SC
Tom C. Lynch, Jr. A Friend of Clemson
Clemson, SC Greenville, SC
P. W. McAlister Peeler Jersey Farms, Inc.
Laurens, SC Gaffney, SC
Ronald
J.
McCoy Pepsi Cola Bottling Co.
Greenville, SC •Anderson, SC
Idllica I. LVICacUWII III I nfiiKr/i' In/"' Rn<Tnr i Purnvjir iiiMi.t. , nit .— r\ufc;t i \j . rcrry
Columbia, SC Greenville, SC
Pnimnr R O Rf mi Mdii iV I k *s i i h
v




1 1 WISH IUUIUI 9
Charlotte, NC ot Spartanburg, Inc.
P/ ii n cnf" t Imi^tTiinfimi in InnlUlllMIL V AH IMI UL I \\ 11 1 V4)., lilt,
Spartanburg, SC
Greenville, SC Southern Bank 6; Trust Co.
Mr & Mrs David Pnnle Greenville, SC
Greenville, SC Currie B. Spivey, Jr.
VI r iV vlrv 1 nnrdn 1 Pnn n I r Pelzer, SC





Charleston. SC James B. Stephens
Norman Fredrick Pulliam
Greenville, SC
Spartanburg, SC Joseph D. Swann
Reynolds Contract Haulers, Inc.
Greenville, SC
West Columbia, SC
J. Chris Swift, Pres.
H. Graham Revnolds
Cheraw, SC
Trenton, SC John D. Tice
f'harlr*, F Rhem Ir Dalton, GA
Greer, SC W. E. Tollison
H. B. Risher
Easley, SC
Spartanburg, SC Mr. & Mrs. Allen K. Trobaugh
Thomas L. Roberts II
Midland. TX






Rvder Truck Rental Co., Inc.
Clemson, SC
Greenville, SC U.S. Shelter Corp.
Jim Sanders
Greenville, SC
Gaffney, SC Mr. & Mrs. John A. Walter
SC State FairJVj iJltlH. 1 t ll
Manning, SC
Columbia, SC Raymond S. Waters
Skateland USA Spartanburg, SC
Anderson, SC Billy G. Watson














































William H. Baxlev III, DMD
Abbeville, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Wm. C DuPre
Abbeville, SC
Mr. k Mrs. James B. Jones, Jr.
Abbeville, SC
Mr. k Mrs. T. C. Milford
Abbeville, SC
Herby Rosenberg k Familv
Herbv Barber k Familv
Abbeville, SC
Don k Wayne Southard/Eddy









F. A. Townsend k




Mr. k Mrs. Jesse G. McElmurrav. Jr.
Beech Island. SC

















F. M. Young Co., Inc.
Fairfax, SC
ANDERSON



















First National Bank ol SC
Anderson k Clemson OHice
Anderson, SC
















Dr. Chase P. Hunter
Anderson, SC
Mr & Mrs Hugh N. Isbell
Anderson, SC
73




Charles k Nancy Merritt
Anderson, SC
Mr. 8i Mrs. David Merritt
Anderson, SC
P. C. Osteen, Jr.
Anderson, SC
Mr. k Mrs. Norman W. Powell
Anderson, SC
In Memory of Fraz by Boh k
Bita Beeves
Anderson, SC
Dr. Kenneth W. Smith
Anderson, SC
T. Barney Smith Agency, Inc.
Anderson, SC
Mr. k Mrs. Tony Smith
Anderson SC
James A. Smith, Jr.
Anderson, SC






















Dr. C. Eric Richardson
Belton, SC










Mr. & Mrs. Michael Walker,





Dr. F. Marion Dwight
Bamberg, SC
BARNWELL





Mr. k Mrs. John Tilton







Dr. Rhett B. Myers
Moncks Comer, SC
John H. k Curtis Stewart
Moncks Corner, SC
\1 U I mphlett Memorial b\
Clyde D. k Calhoun W. Umphlett
Moncks Corner, SC
Ware Brothers Const. Co.
Moncks Corner, SC
John H. Swicord, MD
Pinopoiis, SC




























William A. C.rant, President
Tri-County Concrete Corp.
Hanahan, SC
Dr. k Mrs. J. R. Stout
Hanahan, SC





Phil k Mary Bradlev
Johns Island, SC
E M. Seabrook, Jr.,





0. k K. C. Shuler
Mt. Pleasant, SC
Charles k Carol Shuler
North Charleston, SC

















































R. B. Pond—Bay Corner Farm
Darlington. SC
R B Pond, Jr.
Darlington, SC








Dr. Paul A. Coward
Hartsville, SC
Aubumdale Plantation/










In Honor ol Mr. k Mrs.
W. P. (Pap) Timmerman
Hartsville, SC
DILLON






J. k T Neal Rogers
Fork, SC














Joe F. Anderson, Sr.
Edgefield. SC
The Doug Curtis Family
Johnston, SC
Mr. and Mrs. Bobert H. Herlong
Johnston, SC





























Drs. B. W. Jones Jr./F. G. Jones
Florence. SC
Drs. T. W. & W. E. Phillips
Florence, SC












Joe, Joey k Bobby Bostick
Pamplico, SC
Dr. William L. Coleman
Pamplico, SC















Mr. & Mrs. Wm. E. Twilley, Jr
Pawleys Island, SC





A. H. Lachicotte, Jr.
Pawleys Island, SC
William D. Bigbv k





















Mr. & Mrs. Frank B. Barnett
Greenville, SC
AARO Rents, Inc.—L, L. Bates, Jr.
Greenville, SC
John P. Batson, Jr.
Greenville, SC









James H. Brown, Jr.
Greenville, SC
Carolina Plating—Textile Div .
Greenville, SC




































Ernest k Doris Gray-
Greenville, SC


























































































Truman W. Shirley, Jr.
Greenville, SC
J.
E. Sirnne Co. #1
Greenville, SC
J.
E. Sirrine Co. #2
Greenville, SC
J.
E. Sirrine Co. #3
Greenville, SC




















































R. B. Whorton IV/A. B. Cross/












Blakely Dairy Farm, Inc.
Piedmont, SC








Charles W. Cook, Jr.
Simpsonville. SC
Mrs. Donald R. Doss
Simpsonville, SC















Earle W. Sargent Memorial




















Edward k Crvstal Wilhoit
Travelers Rest, SC
GREENWOOD
Jack k Jean Burch
Greenwood. SC
W. F. Gilbert & Associates. Inc.
Greenwood, SC

















South Atlantic Constrs., Inc.
Greenwood, SC
A. M. Tuck, Inc. #2
Greenwood, SC




Ninetv Six Manufacturing Co.
Ninety Six, SC
George T. Abrams, Jr. k
Phillip C. Davis
Ware Shoals, SC



























































W. A. Green k
B. H. Baum
Camden, SC
Tommie W. James, Jr.
Camden, SC







Mr. k Mrs. Bobby English
Lancaster, SC
James F. Outlaw. Jr.
Lancaster, SC
Mr. k Mrs. L. S. Stewman &
Mr. k Mrs. Duane Johnson
Lancaster, SC
LAl'RENS








Vaughn E. Bullard. DDS
Laurens, SC
Mike D. Hellams Memorial
Laurens, SC
Palmetto Spinning Corp. #]
Laurens, SC
Palmetto Spinning Corp. #2
Laurens, SC
LEE

















Carter/T. E. Garrison III/
E. E. Rhoden/L. S. Tompkins
Lexington, SC
Cherokee Trail Veterinary Hospital
Lexington, SC
























SERVES YOU FIRST S
P. O. Box 87 • 610 East Washington Street • Greenville, S.C. 29602
76
Dr. k Mrs. D. W. Newton, Jr.
West Columbia, SC
Benjamin F VVhaley, Jr
West Columbia, SC
Wrenn Machine Tools, Inc.
West Columbia, SC
MARION
Robert G. Mace k Dr. E. E. Nissen
Cresham, SC




Dr. William L. Cheezem, Jr
Marion, SC














Mrs. Clarence W. Senn k
Dick M. Vaughan, Jr.
Kinards, SC








Benny k Ruth Ballenger
Seneca, SC
Thomas T. Ballenger/Allen H . Davis/
Thomas C. Smith
Seneca, SC
Dr. it Mrs. Stuart Clarkson, Jr. k
Dr. k Mrs. Larry S. Bowman
Seneca, SC
Walter E. Dixon, Jr. k
Robert A. Ferguson, Jr.
Seneca, SC
W. C. Harper, Jr.
Seneca, SC

















James C. Williams, Jr.
Norway, SC
Dr. Hary B. Arant, Jr.
Orangeburg, SC
Dr. Julius W. Babb III
Orangeburg, SC
E. R. Bair, Jr./Robert H. Hutto
Orangeburg. SC
Dr M. Rodney Culler
Orangeburg, SC




W. C. Higginbotham, Jr
Orangeburg, SC













Central Concrete k Plaster, Inc.
Central, SC
John k Mark Connell
Central, SC











Nancy & Jimmy Cook
Clemson, SC























Mr. & Mrs. Eugene S. Irwin
Clemson, SC




Mrs. K. L. Moore
Clemson, SC










Dr. k Mrs. Thomas E. Skelton
Clemson, SC








Word Processing, Inc. &
Software Solutions, Inc.
Clemson, SC
Mr. k Mrs. Colonel H. Albertson
Easley, SC
Mr. 6: Mrs. Joseph D. Bagwell/
T. K. Stewart
Easley , SC















George B. (Bud) Nalley, Jr.
Easley, SC








Mr. is Mrs. Roger Benjamin
Liberty, SC
Dr. Henry C, Martin
Liberty, SC
Agnes k Esco Ogan
Liberty, SC




Mr. it Mrs, Bird Garrett
Pickens, SC
Mr. & Mrs. John E. Sparks
Pickens, SC


























Charles Edward Corley III, MD
Columbia, SC


























Francois David Gray Memorial
Columbia, SC
T. E. Grimes, Jr.
Columbia, SC
James T. Hane, Jr.
Columbia, SC




Jeff Hunt Machinery Co.
Columbia, SC
Johnny T. Johnson it Assoc., Inc.
Columbia, SC
Dr. B. Paul Kellett
Columbia, SC













Budweiser of Anderson, SC
Columbia, SC
John, Margaret k Leslie Pitner
Columbia, SC










Robert R. Russell, Jr.
Columbia, SC














Mrs. Frances L. Chappell
Hopkins, SC
Philip C. Chappell, Jr.
Hopkins, SC
SALUDA




S k S Farm Supply
Ridge Spring, SC





Mr. k Mrs. Gary A. Johnson /




















A. B. Bullington, Jr.
Roebuck, SC
A. B. Bullington, Sr.
Roebuck, SC






Harry F. k Sharon Byers
Spartanburg, SC

























Gateway to a great way of life.










3 Stores Under 1 Roof
Mens • Womens • Childrens
Thousands of pairs in your Favorite Brands ... all at
Lower Prices! Have fun and relax while our friendly
and courteous sales staff helps you save money.
We have all sizes, all colors, styles, and heel
heights . .
.
The largest selection of Famous Brands in the East.
Also see our large selection of handbags.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled
m 27 N. Lexington Ave. —
Downtown Asheville
Open Daily 9 to 6 — Friday 9 to 8:30
Phone 704-254-6721
CONTACT:









DINGO • BASS • DEXTER
NATURALIZER • ADORES
SELBY • JOYCE • REVELATIONS





NIKE • KID POWER
STRIDE RITE • RED GOOSE
JUMPING JACKS
and More!


























































(Jesse k Budda James)
Sumter, SC


















































Mr. k Mrs. Edwin L. Bates
Charlotte, NC












Mr. 6c Mrs. W. M. Lineberger. Jr.
Charlotte, NC
Richard Newton Assoc. Inc.
Charlotte, NC








Don V. Whelchel k
Stanley Riggins
Charlotte, NC
Ann k Bill Wood
Charlotte, NC
Floyd k Barbara Rogers
Clyde, NC
R.












Grover Industries, Inc. #1
Grover, NC




Mr. k Mrs. Dennis F. Wilson
Highlands, NC













Mr & Mrs Eddie W Seigler III
Richard W. Wislon Agency
AIKEN
Alexander-Moormann & Assocs.
Robert & Fern Bicktey
Gerald & Mary Brown
Charles W, Bus!>ee, Sr.
L
J. Coker
H. C. Coward & Son
Robert F Danshv
H. D Diekerl
Mr & Mrs Steve C Ergle
Ten & Penney
A. G. & G. G. Evans
Donald L Fnlmer
Robert D Gantt
George Funeral Home, Inc.
James K Gregory
Elbert Hines Hamilton
Hovt W & Billie R Hamilton
John S 6i Charles R , Jr Hatcher
H Earle Holley, Jr
Joseph K Kneece
Eugene H Kneece, Jr
John G Molony 6c William W. Molorty
A. H. Peters, Jr











































Mr. & Mrs. Robbv D. Martin
Hull, GA
R. A. Bowen, Jr.
Macon, GA
Mr. k Mrs. R. S. McCants III/




William C. Efird, Jr.
Savannah, GA
Robert H yuattlebaum. Jr.
Wayne Raiford
Rees Electric Co., Inc.
James C. Smith
J. E. Stewart Bldrs. Inc.
Alan M Tewkesbury [II
Dr. Charlie W. Timmerman
James L. Walpole
Dr. W. G Watson
H Odell Weeks, Jr
Mr. & Mrs. H. 0. Weeks, Sr.

















James L. Collins Jr.
Helena, AL






















Mrs Ham W. Smith
Kingsport, TN










C. Dean Coleman. Jr.
Spring, TX
Karl E k S Mark Hargett
Spring, TX
Mr. k Mrs. Samuel R. Harding
Chester, VA
Dr. William C. Richardson. Jr.
Lynchburg, VA









Dr Robert B Belk
Better Beer & Wine
Mr. & Mrs. Guy W Black
Boscobel Golf & Country Club




Campbell tt Darby. Inc.
Carolina Scrap Processors
Linwood ( iheatham
Jesse A. Cobb. Jr.
R Dennv Cole, Jr
Howard M Corbett (s Carlyli Poole
E. E, Cothran





George H Durham, Jr
Mr 6: Mrs. Harrv L. Ebernickle
Dr &• Mrs. E. p' Ellis. Jr
Ravmond Fleming
Dr 6; Mrs Richard C Fox





James H, (Jay) Gully
Mr & Mrs, James S Hunter
Thomas F Kicklighter
Littlejohii Memorial
Mrs. S, V, Sottile
ABBEVILLE
Boyce H Carlisle
Mr & Mrs James T Faulkner, Jr
Dr & Mrs John L. Guy
C L. Huggins
Mr ts Mrs James L, Lucas, Jr.
William & Alice McNeil
Mr & Mrs. J Verone Peace
Charles L Powell
Don H & Gail R Rowell
Lloyd E. Sammons
Your Season Ticket
To A Good Time
Before Game and After Game Parties
Bloody Mary Brunch Begins at 8:30 AM
"Best of the Beach" Party Immediately After Game
US 123 Opposite City Hall in Clemson
Telephone 654-5804
We provide, as a convenience for our guests, qualified personnel to care for children over five years of age from
8:30 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. on home football game days.
Mtj'S AND^iFlS A WINNING
COMBINATION
stub to Arby's and receive a FREE
MEDIUM RC COLA with the purchase
of any Deli Sandwich.
(Otter Valid Thru Dec. 31st, 1982)
So cheer Clemson on to victory with the
official Arby's/Clemson cheer.




3010 North Main Street
(Across from Anderson Mall)
Arby's in Greenville
• Arby's
309 South Pleasantburg Drive
• Arby's






George s Drive Inn William Tfaehler D Clvde Stuckev Peter H. Bryan Fred A Johnson
Dr M. Rav Gillespie Johnny Ward Syracuse Farms Charles A Bryan, |r Bob (ones Co Inc
Mr tt Mrs William H Gilmer John C Walker CM C. Development Co Mrs, Dorothy B Jfines
Glen Rill Farms CALHOUN James R. Woodham J, C. Callowav Lee Jones
Glenn Plumbing Co., Inc. LT. Col. Neil G Bates Mrs Dennis Yarborough Frank B. Camerson Clay C, Jones III
Mrs George L Graham C F Evans 6c Co ('arolina Sprinkler Co., Inc. Dr. J Don Kellev
Mr. 6c Mrs Phil C Greeson Eldon V Haigler, Jr DILLON Carolyn Warehouses, Inc. Lam R Kendall
Hard\ Boys Food Shops H B Hair Dr. M. Douglas Dorn, Jr. Mr 6c .Mrs. Churchill A. Carter Mr. 6c Mrs l-imar Kennedy
Harlev-Davidson of Anderson F. Simons Hane. MD W Alvin Gainev Thomas Carter Mr 6c Mrs David K King
Robert V. Harrell James M Moss HI 6c Son W. G. Lynn David T Chapman S. R Kirkus
Hartrow Inc.—Malcolm Hare R L McLaurin 6c Sons L Jem Chapman James W. Knox, Jr
Sam R Henlev CHARLESTON Henry L. Richbourg Chemurgv Pnxlucts. Inc #1 B R Langle) [r
Robert Lee Hill John 0. Adams, (r 6c John Q Adams III Ed Childress W. L, Brigham, Jr
Dr Charles W Hinnant Herliert R Allen DORCHESTER Dr Hugh A. Clarke Julian M. Langstun |r
Can L Holcombe #1 Ashlev River Animal Hospital Bailev 6c Associates J M Clarv Lee s Textile Consultant
John Brown Hooper J Donald Austell/Linda S Adams Earl R Dupnest, Jr Ed Clay Dr Terrell L'eke
J H Hopkins Rickv Bailey Harrv L Hill Sidney Lamar Cline Cecil Glenn Lester, Jr,
Home Enterprises Doug/Luanne/Todd Beach Steve H Hutchinson 6c Jimmy Addison Donald Jay Coggins Mr 6c Mrs L G Leuns, Jr
Independent Publishing Co Reuhin H Brown Dann\ J Jones, V P Fred Collins V B Lippard, Jr
Andv 6c Lon |arman Furman R Cullum J Edward Lotz Commercial Air Cond Service Littleiohn Memorial
Wallace (ones John D. Doscher, Jr. Dexter Rickenbaker Contractors Service 6c Rentals Bud 6c Sandv Long
Garv C Kidd Thomas R Gloxer R Allen Travlor, MD Donald H Corn Terry L. Long
James F Little Tonv Alton Greenwa\ John Waddell Sam J Crain Joseph R Lovin
Mr & Mrs James W, Logan, Jr F Gregone 6c Son Robert D Westover Mr 6c Mrs Ralph Crawlev Henn Lucius III
Mrs C H Lomas Al Hitchcock Daddy Rabbit, Butch 6c Masso J Harold Mack—Architect
Mr 6t Mrs Carl M Lund Thomas F Kicklighter. Jr EDCEFIELD Custom Electric Co. Mangum-Dillard, Inc
C Eugene Madden Thomas E Lvnn 6t William H Gladden Mr &r Mrs. Robert Calliham/ Dalev Engineering 6c Sales L W Manheim III
Steven E Madden Charles F McCrarv Rita Calliham Dame! International Engineering Seabrook L. Marchant
Harry Major John T Mundv J. Nick Crocker Thomas Rav Darragh Roy C. Martin
Daniel G Martin David M Murray Jr Mr. 6c Mrs. J. W. Gilliam, Jr. Mrs. Billv W Davis Bob Maxwell Builders, Inc
Kenneth M Mattison Aaron A. Nettles, Jr Jack A Hamilton Davis Electrical Constructors Mr 6c Mrs. George T McAmish
McCall s, Inc F Graham Payne Mr. 6t Mrs. James C. Holmes Col Wm. F. Davis (Ret I Edward McCameron, Jr
Mr. 6r Mrs. Carl McClain Fulton C. Poston, Jr Mr 6c Mrs. John A. Hughes C. F, Dawes James T McCarter
J. H. McDaniel L W Pullen Mr. 6c Mrs. Kenneth L Kaltz Robert E Delapp Sara E. McCollum
John H Owens. Jr Rogers 6i Brown Custom Brokers. Inc. William H Rushton, Jr. Billv S. Delk W. H. McCrary
Steve Pearce S. V, Sottile Memorial Mr 6c Mrs. G Milton Saggus, Jr E D Manev L. G., Jr. & L. G . Sr. McCraw
J
Norman Phillips In Honor ol Wilson G Steen Catherine S. Walsh R. Jack Dill. Jr McDonald s Corp of Greenville
Piedmont Candy 6c Cigar Co. Joseph D Thompson, Jr., MD Mr 6c Mrs. Theo R Williams Dunagan Engineering, Inc McDonald's Corp of Spartanburg
C. Randolph McClure. Sr Memorial Mr 6c Mrs. Thomas M. Tobin Yonce Ford Mercun Charles B. Duncan. Jr. Dr. James P McNamara
Pizza Inn H E Tyler Joseph H. Durham. Jr. Carl 6c Rachel Merntt
James E. Reid Wayne D Ward FAIRFIELD Wavne Edens Buck Mickel
J B Rhinehardt, Jr Franklin R Welch Memorial William J. Arnette Richard W, Edgeworth Gradv Miller's Honda
Dr Michael Bi\era Dewerv B. Welch, Jr Louis M. Boulware Mr, 6c Mrs. |ohn K Edmonds Thomas C Moore, Jr
Dr Donald C Roberts 6c Bob, Jeannette, Anne 6c Gregg W'eldon Mike Collins C V Elrod Moore-Tinslev Suppb Co,
Dr Joseph C. Yarbrough, Jr. Douglas L Wilbanks james L Dorner Henrv Elrod Morton 6i Morton
Roddy's Fried Chicken A. Y. Willard. Jr W. M. Estes, Jr. Ethox Chemicals, Inc. William J Neelv, Jr
Dannv | Rogers 01' Tiger-Mt. Pleasant SC" Barbara 6c Adrian Glenn Fab-Tech, Inc -William J. Keith Drs Newman 6c Batcheldor
Dr. James M Ruff Tom B Young Warren R. Herndon, Sr Raleigh J Farr John P Nickerson
Gradv Sanders John J Hood, Jr. Fashion First, Inc. Paul T. Norris
Mr. & Mrs. Richard L. Sellers CHEROKEE Joe D Jollv Thomas Finley Thomas K Norris
Mr 6c Mrs Dennis B Simmons William Scott Allen Thomas J Mann First National Lease Corp. Jeremiah F. O'Brien/Jovce Wiles
Singer Companv Motor Products At Sewing Mr. 6c Mrs Joe Baxter Clan Pigeon Granite Co.—]. P Brooks Foothills Delta P Inc Orders Tile 6c Dist. Co , Inc.
Machine Divisions William E Campbell, Jr. J. P Brooks, Jr. Mike Foster Harold Orr
Thomas Jem Slaton Dr J M. Carroll John C, Renwick. Jr James E Foster, Jr. 6r W Codv Owens
Charlie E Smith Lawrence E Childers Frances 6c William H. Wylie E Cole Huckabee John F Palmer 6c
Dr John Horton Smith Greg S Fansh Miss Larue H Fowler Melvin W Bashor
Mr. & Mrs. Robert W. Smith John M Hamrick. Jr. FLORENCE W. T. Fraser, Jr. Palmetto Loom Reed Co.
Ronnie A Smith Mr, 6r Mrs. W. Joe McArthur Thomas D Birchmore Francis W Freeman Russell Hunter Park
South General Const Co., Inc Bett C 6r Caroline S Peeler G Wilson Bryce Memorial — Sid D. Freeman L. R. "Choppv Patterson
Arnie C Spencer Mr 6t Mrs Sam L Tavlor Brvce Mechanical Contr , Inc. Marvin K. Friar Wm. E. 6t Louise T Patterson
Walter Price Spires Marvin C Buchanan Mr, 6c Mrs Arno H Frosh Chris Phillips
Pete
J. &Jim Stathakis CHESTER James R. Coleman Jr. /James R Joe S. Fulmer Gene Phillips
Frank M. Stevenson Thomas E. Baker Segars Jr./Dannv
J.
W'ingard Donnie L. Garrett Mr 6c Mrs Andrew H. Pioth
Lawrence A Sutherland Tern 6c Sandra Darin Eddie Diggs M. L. Garrett Construction Co. Charles B Pitts
Dr Edgar Talbert George R. Fleming Frank A. Douglass, Jr. Gatewood Builders Inc George M. Plyler
John C. Taylor III Mr 6c Mrs S. Wavne Goodyear "Clyde S. Bryce, Jr.— Phil E. Gebert Port Brokerage Co., Inc.
Mr 6c Mrs Frederick J Terrv Mr 6c Mrs. Rov A Huse PE Engineering Consultants" Charles F. Gentry, Jr Port Brokerage Co. #2
In Memory of Marion Washington, Dub Johnson — Laura Mae, Inc 6r Tommv M Folk, Jr Bruce Gibson Mr 6c Mrs. A. L. Powell, Jr
Class of''44 Johnson-Serman. Inc. Godbold/Daughtn Eugene G Gibson Raymond E Putman
Western Sizzlin Steak House James B. Knox Mr. 6c Mrs. William H Johnson J. M Gilfillin Mr. 6t Mrs L. M Ragsdale
Whitaker-Simmons Chevrolet W. E Lindsa\ Bovd 6r Carolvn Derrick, Levis L Gilstrap Don Reed 6c Associates
David G Williams Herbert D Lutz Bill 6t Anne Kea Mark Douglas Glenn Charles L Reid
Harry M. Wilson John E. McKeown Troy H. Lamb Farms Jack G Graham Frednc W Reinhold Jr
Kenneth S Wohlford Mr. 6c Mrs Stewart F Melton/ John E Lunn Jennings L Graves Richards/Wilson
Mr 6c Mrs. S. Tvson Melton Gordon Keith McLeod Mr 6c Mrs Steve B Gray/ Mr 6c Mrs Charles E Ricker
BAMBERG T L Peek S E. Parker. Jr., DDS Mr 6c Mrs Robert C Coates Wilfred L. Robertshaw
Charles (Sack' 6t Bettv Bagley loan B Presslev/J N. Presslev S A Rodgers. Jr. Mrs Oliver B Greene Tommv 6c Cvnthia Robinson
Mr 6t Mrs Norman Kirkland J B Pressle\ fr Edward D Tinslev III Jack 6c Patsy Greene David C. Rogers
Claude McCain Bovd L. Roberts, Jr L. Dean Weaver Const. Co., Inc. Greenville Industrial LT. C. H. Pern Rosamond A. R.
Thomas Y Rhoad Halsted M Stone, MD Tern A. Whitener Greer Asphalt Paving Inc Earl 6c Carolvn Sammons
Fred Schnmpf W T Wrenn Allen P Wood, AIA Jane H. Greer David R Schumpert. Jr
Chris Yahnis Dr Flovd F Griffin. Jr George W, Sharpton
BARNWELL CHESTERFIELD Edward L Young James H. Gullv Ronald M. Shelton
Hugh Birt James C Crawford, Jr Edward D Guv. Jr Gordon Sherard
Mr & Mrs David Craig Mr, 6c Mrs. John R. Thomas GEORGETOWN Paul F Haigler lr Blake Shewmaker
Ted W, Craig James E. Ness H W Bruorton William W Hane\ C. M. Shook
Yale J Garber Mr 6c Mrs. Charles W. Cagle James W Hannah Simco Products
"A Fnend from W'ilhston
'
CLARENDON Samuel H Davis. DMD Mr. 6t Mrs. William R. Harling Simmons Machinery Co., Inc.
Bob 6c Dot Sanders Dr Clarence E Coker, Jr H. E Hemingway Mr 6t Mrs William F Harnesberge W B Simmons 6i Co
Frederick D Mixon A Friend Robert C. Kinross Michael 6c Andrea Mr, 6r Mrs Allen D. Smith
Norman M Smith II W, J. Rawlinson Michael D Morris luseph E Harper/R Bruce White Dee Smith Familv
Thomas Warren Weeks Dustv 6c Ginger Rhodes Tiller Construction Co., Inc. J Harrell H. W. Smith fit H. W. Smith, Jr
H B Rickenbaker Waccamaw Familv Practice Assoc. Henrv Marvin Harrison Champ A Smith. Jr
BEAUFORT Horace F. Swilley Bruce D Wheeler James G. Haves
J
Frank 6i Jove R. Solas
Stratton A Demosthenes Mr 6c Mrs. Joe E. Young James M Henderson South Carolina Box, Inc.
T R Garrett COLLETON Mr 6c Mrs Jem Hendm Spartan Express, Inc
Charles L Johnson Mr. 6c Mrs. Paul L 6c Tim Beach GREENVTLLE Joe A. Hewell Tobv Stanscll
Brvan Loadholt Larry Berrv/Dr. Sam Hazel Allstate Food Broker, Inc J. Michael & Susan Hill, Mrs. R. C. Stevenson
William N Massalon W, Walter' Haynes, MD American Equipment Co., Inc Clav S. &r Pattv 0. Aldebol Mrs. Fran Stewart
Ronnie Keith Nettles James W Mitchell James Jr 6c Jo Ann Anderson Holder Electric Supply Inc William R Stoddard, Jr., MD
Arthur T Wilson William E. & E. R, Southard Associated Oil Co. James 6r Rhonda Holtzclaw Wilham W Stover, Jr
Michael A. Yeargin James Andrew Aston Bohbv Hudson Richard P. Strawhom
DARLINGTON
J E Austin, Jr, Parker Humphreys Heath L. Strawn, Jr.
BERKELEY Hubert C. Baker. DDS Larry 6c Ronnie Avers A Greenx ille Clemson Familv Dr. Edwin L. Stroud
Paul S Gaston Dawkins Concrete Products, Inc. Rick Bagwell Roy F. Hunt, Jr William B Sturgis
James S. 6c Denise B Grant A Family of Tigers Supporters C B Barksdale, Jr. Ms. Margaret Huskev Charles "Donald" Styles
F W Lake Dan M Howie Mr 6c Mrs Harrv G Batson Lloyd Hntchins Suggs-Tavlor-Lunnv 6c Belue
Dr Peter E Myers IV Jeffrey S. Huggins Troy E. Bennett, Sr. Amos Hvkes 6( Hassle Davis Suitt Construction Co., Inc.
Denny W Orvin, Jr. Dr. Wm P Kennedy Dora G 6c Clvde Bigbee Ideal Meter service Frankie/Manon/Linde Summev
David D Page. Jr. William B McCown III Charlie Bishop Chemloid Inairporated Charles S Tanner Co.
F. M. Peagler Bill M Reaves Larry J. Blackstock Industrial Scrap, Inc. Earl Taylor
Nolan 6c Gem Pontiff Andrew L Richardson Ivan Block Interstate Piping Services. Inc Robert R Taylor
Hill P.,.,,.11Din Mussel! Starwood Nurserv 6c Landscaping James A Boling Joe A. Ivester Tern 6r Jean-Marie Tavlor/




J P. Thompson, Jr.
Jim Thrailkill fit Dr Ben Thrailkill
Threatt-Michael Const Co., Inc.
Mr fit Mrs Michael F Toner
Dr William E Tucker
James Martin Turner
United Investors
Jim and Jackie Vaughn
Mike fit Jerry Walker
R H, Walker
John fit Sally Wallace
Mr fit Mrs. William L. Wallace
Mr fit Mrs. David E Watson
Ronald R. Watson
Mr fit Mrs Richard L Watson #1
Richard L Watson #2
Richard R Walson








Mr fit Mrs W Lam Williams
"A Long Time Greenville Fan"
Willson Riggins Landscape, Inc.
Willson fit Linda





Dr. F, E. Abell, Jr.
Nick P. Anagnost
Clarence L. Beaudrnt
Mrs Emma K Camak
Ronald L Carlav/J B Naltev




Mr, fit Mrs George L. Crout
Mr fit Mrs John R Davis
Shaun Flatley
G & P Trucking Co., Inc.
Coy Jefferson Gray
Greenwood Motor Lines. Inc.








Mr fit Mrs Lee F Lemere
Robert A Liner
James V. Lowe




J Herbert Powell Jr
Eugene Wallace Roberts, Jr
Mr. fit Mrs Benjamin E. Smith
George F. Smith, Jr
Richard fit Dan Suggs





Winston A Lawton, Jr
Mr fit Mrs. W. H. Mauldin
Pete G. Mile)
J
D Rouse, Sr. fit Dr Jacob D Rouse, Jr
Gerald Ulmer, Jr
HORRY
James W Barnette, Jr
Marion T Bellamy
R. Paul Benik, Jr




Dr William S Fairev




Dr Wm S Holhday
S F Horton
Earl O'Nei! McCoy, Jr.
Paul Patrick




Kenneth W, Carson, DDS
Mr. fit Mrs. Richard B. Inman, Sr.
Joseph C. Jackson
W L. Jackson
Mr, fit Mrs. Steve T McLaughlin
LANCASTER
James A fit Al Adams
R H Collins
Cecil K fit Judy E Faile
Frank fit Ann Ferguson
Dr John R Howell, Jr.
Dennis Kirk/Jerry Hammond
Marion D Lever, Jr
Sonny Plyler/Fred Adams
Oscar S. Porter III
Riverside Grocery
Grady P. Robinson/
( Iraig P Robinson
W Carlton Thompson
I >i Kn hard Yeadon West oal
LAURENS
Wayne Barnes







Mr fit Mrs, James H. McClellan. Jr.
Richard Wayne Raburn
Walter S. Ramage








Don R. McDaniel, Sr.
LEXINGTON
Mr, fit Mrs, H. L. Allen, Jr.
Ri!l\ \nii.k
Dr. Frank T Arnold, Jr






Michael (. Coleman Brad Pressley
Mr. fit Mrs, John C Cook
Bland M. Derrick
John T Drafts
William O Elliott, Jr
Mrs John L Fnerson
Claudia Marie Gardner














Mr. fit Mrs. Ricky C. Price




James H Rozier, Jr.
Mr fit Mrs. Clinton W. Sease
Mrs James R. Sease
Dennis G Shealv
James H Shirer, Jr.
Randv R Stewart
Charles M. Stuck






Fritz N, Johnson, MD
Leslie W Levy
Duncan C, Mclntvre fit William F Thompsc
G. R McLellan
Mccormick
Bowen Pulpwood Co.. Inc.








\ I- 1 lend
Gordon S. Leslie. Jr
"A Friend From Newberry
Dr. C, B Lowman
Larrv A. Morris
Buddy Neel


















Harris Marine fit R V., Inc.
Dr Wm. S Holliday
Dr Frank A Hoshall, Jr.
In Memory of Gerald E. Brown, Jr.—Aiken
K-Mac Service, Inc.
Deryl C. Keese fit Wm. C. Keese
John N. Landreth. Sr
Dr. Harry B Mays
Clyde A. McCall




Sarah fir Edd Mize
Northwest Propoerties, Inc.
W ilson W, fir Laura Palmer
Samaha, Inc.




Thrilt Brothers Lumber Co.
ORANGEBURG
George L Binnicker, Jr.
Wm B Bookhart, Jr. & Sons
Mrs. Starr C. Busbee
W. A. Cartwright, Jr
W W Dukes. Jr.
H D Folk
Fort Sumter Petroleum Co., Inc.
—
Leland M Bradshaw
Garrick Bros. Farms, Inc.
Mr fit Mrs. C. Martin Gilchrist
Gray fir Gray Farms
F Reeves Gressette, Jr.
E Hudson, Jr.
Lake Electric, Inc.
Dr. Drayton L. Nance, Jr.
Frankie A. fit William H O'Cain
Dr. fit Mrs William O'Quinn




Short Stop FdikI Store
Ted Shuler
Jack G. Vallentine III
W. E. Verdery
Lewis W. Way, Jr./C. Hughes/T Williamson
Alton Whitley fit Sons
G. Laverne Williams
PICKENS
Mr. fit Mrs. Ragnar E. Anderson
Benson L. Bagwell, DMD
Mr. fit Mrs. Richard P Barr
Mrs Francis Boatwright Memorial
C S Boland, DDS
J. L. Brady
Ray A Bryan








Redmond Covle fit Nicholas Fletcher III
Mr. fit Mrs. Roy S. Dalton
Tony fit Allen Dav
Ernest 0. Defore
Roy M. Dill, Jr
Dr. fit Mrs William P. Dubose III
Duckett Funeral Home,—
Mr Alton B. Cumbie III
Dr fit Mrs. Billy L. Edge










Mr. fit Mrs. Ralph W, Grant/
Mr fit Mrs, Ronald W. Grant
Dorsey E. Greer
Glenn L. Griffin
W Thomas Griffith, Jr
Head Hunters Too
James A Holcombe, Jr.
Jimmy R- Holliday
Coach Frank J Howard
Mrs Margaret B Hunnicutt




R. Frank Kolb II
John W Laine
johnny L fit Ann Lee
Mr fit Mrs Sammy D. Little
Hershel M fit Barry H Maddox









H H Perkins, Jr./H H Perkins III
Noel E Pettit
Joseph Piekutowski








Mr fit Mrs Stephen A Sefick
Shealv, Smith & Welburn, PA
Dr B R Skelton
Small World Travel
G. Neil Smith
Michael C./W Grover Smith/Spencer Stegall
Mr fit Mrs Mark S. Stokes
Carl E. Watkins Insurance
Robert A. Watson
Elmer fit Helen Whitlock
Butch Womack
Henry Yonce fit Charles Yonce
Larrv E fit Judy H. Yonce
RICHLAND
Arnolds s Professional Cleaners





Mr. fit Mrs. J Dennis Bolt




Dr Robert M Clark
CMA Const Engineers, Inc. #1
CMA Const Engineers, Inc. #2
Continental Forest Industries—J R Lallv
Billy E Crumpton
Ralph B Cureton, Jr.
Judge Michael R Davis
Dr Raymond C Elam/
Dr Walter B. Gregg
Thomas J Ethredge III
First National Bank of SC
First National Bank of SC #2
E Thomas Fulmer
Wilder fit Christine Funk
Mr and Mrs. Larrv 0. Gamble
William N Geiger, Jr
Giant Portland Cement Co.
H Buford Goff, Jr.
Dentsville Gulf Service
W L Harrington Jr
Mr fit Mrs. Michael H Hemdon





W. A. Johnson, MD
A Carrol Josey
Mr fit Mrs J.J, Kirbv. Jr.
Oliver S. Kolb




James C. Altman, Jr
George G. Matthews, Jr
George G. Matthews, Sr.
McCrorv Construction Co.
H Donald McElveen
Mr. fit Mrs. James T. McKinnon
David fit Ruth McLellan
Timothv P McLellan fit Billv Fellers




F. M. Reeves/K L. Rice




L. W. Smith, Jr. Trust
Lawrence Steedly/David Gardner/
Oscar L. Derrick
Mr. fit Mrs. H. T. Thompson, Jr.
fit H T Thompson HI
Mr. fit Mrs. Charlie E Till
Mr fit Mrs Walter A Tuten, Jr
Joe Ben Weeks
William B Wells
Dr. John A. Wells, Jr.
Gene E. Williams





Frances S. fit John W Hare
Mr, fit Mrs. J. William Jay
Mr. fit Mrs John Allan Long




T. B. Adams, Jr.
William A. Alexander
Marvin B Banton




Mr fit Mrs Louie W Blanton
Sue Boone
W E. Briske




Chapman Grading fit Concrete
P. B. Chappell
Mr. fit Mrs E N. Church
Clarkson Brothers, Inc.
Pimco Chemical fit Supply Co.
James Rudolph Cox II
Douglas Pest Control, Inc
Timothy M Drake
R. A. Earnhardt




Max fit Rita Gregory
Hall, Inc
Joe A. Harris, Inc.
Donald D Hasty
Helms Masonry, Inc #2
Dr fit Mrs D C Hull
Cecil's, Incorporated
Industrial Bldg Maint-
Insulfab Plastics, Inc.—W C. Moore
Helen D Johnson
Kirkland S. Johnston fit John B Johnston




Lyman Oil Co —Johnny M Wade
Lam Medley
Mr, & Mrs. W. Charles O'Cain
Arthur W. O Shields
Palmetto Motor Lines, Inc
Maxcy B Patterson




Packaging fit Spec v Papers, Inc.
Jerome E Randall
John F Renfro. Jr
E. Lea Salter
B. H.. Jr. fit Brian Sarterfield





Spartan Food Systems, Inc
Spartan Security, Inc
Jack M. Steinberg, CLU fie
Dr. Harold R. Rubel
Barry K. Stisser
Sulzer Bros. Inc.
Mr fit Mrs Jerry E Taylor
James R Thomason





Dr James O Johnson
SUMTER
Charlie R. Boyle, Jr.
John J Britton, Jr.
E. M Dubose






The National Bank ofSC
John A Riley, David Strange fit
Ricky Weathersbee
Dr. John W. Shaw
Joe Sublette
D. Leslie Tindal
R. L. Wilder, Jr
UNION
Harold R Hoke





Dr fit Mrs David H Brown
Wendell 0. Brown, Attv
J M. Connor
Earl Flovd




Joseph P Watson/John Harrison
YORK
V. A. Ballard
David M /Dr Lewis W. Bartles
Mrs. John K. Benfield, Jr.
Randall E Bouchillon
Deland B Covington
Dr fit Mrs Charles H Crawford, Jr
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Malcolm Faulkenberry Mr fit Mrs Marion B Beason Fred A Jarrett C fit K Machine fit Die, Inc J ( Brown
J Howard Fossett John C Boesch, Jr Nevon F Jeffcoat Larrv/Lolli/Micki Clark Mr fit Mrs Robert Cantrell
Charles A Funderburke E Broadus Brannon, Jr John S Jenkins Jr A. J fit Nona Coleman Sonny t lassadj
John L Gaddv James E. Brennan Clarence L. Jones Jerry L, Cox Col, jarnes Walker Clark
H. S. Gault H Paul Bridges Hardin Keitt D fit R Truck Salvage fit Sales Wayne M Coward
E. M George Ed fie Barber Brinkley James M. Kizer W. Crawford Davis Michael F Dawes
Roland E & Michael E. Goodwin Dr. D William Brosnan III W. F. Krickhan, Jr /Bill Knckhan Ben N. Estes Jerrv E Dempsev
Mr 6c Mrs Jeflerv T. Haire Kenneth W. Brown Robert H. Livingston Mr fit Mrs Howard Farmer Jr T. C. Dvkes/P Bleckle)
Martin B , Jr., M Brian III & Richard E. Burdette James G. McCants, Jr. Manuel Fernandez Ford F Farabow, Jr
Edmund F Hall Joe Burnette McCarter Elec Co Earle H Greene, Jr, Clyde (Gardner
Patterson N Harvev Garland Farms. Inc R. B McKinney, Jr. Thomas M Hilderbrand Jimmy K Gerrald
Haselden fit Owen, Mr. fit Mrs. Thomas S. Castles Mr. fit Mrs, John H McNeelv Neely McFadden Hollis Richard H. Gettvs, Jr
Mountain View Industries, Inc Jerry 0, Chapman Edgar L. Miller, Jr, Howard E. Hord lames R Hambnght/G L, Wood
E E Herlong, Jr W Howard Cheek Ron Osborne Wearon Huckabv Paul Meredith Harmon
Lewis W. Hicks Wilson C. Childers III Warren H Owen Allan [ohnson Landrum Hazel Henderson, Jr
Jennings/Walker Jim fit Marilyn V, Chlopek Eli/jl>eth A Patterson Jim fit Nancy Kay Bob Hudson
Melvin L Kell) fr Christian Harvard Furniture Co, James M Pern, H Michael Kayloi Heyward C. Hurt
W Bennett Kirkpatnck Sam P. Clark fit Charles E, Moore James J Poupalos Jack S. Kelb C. L. Langston
Woodrow W Littlefield, Jr. Colonial Building Maintenance William G Powell, Sr. Robert A. King Herlx-rt Lindsay, |r
Timothy H Long John Herbert Conrad Noel L Price Mr. fit Mrs. Dong Kingsmure W C Mastrrs
Stephen S. McCrorev Harold Deloach Hugh D Putnam, Sr. Paul F, MacDonald Mr 6: Mrs H E McConnell, Jr
Claud H fit Calvin B Morrow Dr fit Mrs Samuel T. Drake Wm. Timnthv Raines Warren C. Maxwell Dr Robert C McDamel
William Ralph Oldham Brenda fit Tom Dukes Richard fit Tommy Roche Kenneth M, McAlhany Robert L McLeod, Jr
Dr Floyd L Parrish John Duncan Charles David Sanford Raymond I McFadden Jr Kenneth L Moore
Mr. fit Mrs Ham B Partlow Jr E Robert Ecklev III Dr. Fred G Shealv, Jr. Walter McCee William G Moore
J M Peek Thoma,s J Edmonds John W. Sherard |ack Miirphrec I l- MoMlll
G. A. Pelletier, Jr Mr. fit Mrs. William H. Elam Mr. fit Mrs Delmar W. Shirley Milton E Pate James E Neuhaus
Thomas B I1I/L. Earl/T B
, Jr William F Ev;uis, Jr, Dr. Bruce Allen Simmons Robert R Pruitt Don A Nunimv
Pettit James T- Faris, Jr. Donald F. Sink Roland Let- RavUirn Jerrv M Page
John F Pridmore Damn Floyd C. Carl Smith lames Ed Robinson Fran^ i l'i tn
Bruce A Pullen Robert A, Gettys, Jr Thomas E Smith W. N. Shadden, Jr. William L. Polhemus
William R Pursley, Jr C. Richie Gibson David W, Sprouse Denn\ M Short [ohn Milton Pulsifer IV
Jackson McCarter Quinn James S Glasscock Mr fit Mrs Mack C Stewart, Jr Thomas F Shreve Allen N Reeves
Dr J. E Reinhardt Jr Dr. Joe B. Godfrey John A Templeton John A Todd Mr fit Mrs Kent Rigg
Baxter Simpson, Jr Farnum M. Gray W T Vick Joseph S Tyson David s Ho/endale
Ben R. Smith, Jr. Mr. fit Mrs. Robert E. Greene Mr, & Mrs. Bob E Webb Joseph L Waldrep The Rust Engineering Company
G. G. Thomas, Sr.,/G. G. Thomas, Jr fit Mr fit Mrs. William D. Griffin West Iredell Constrs., Inc, Steve fit Katln Waldrup Dawn V fit David A. Sapp
John L. Neely Steve C Griffith |r Dr. T. G, Westmoreland H. Michael Webb, MD Fredrick A. Sargent
John N , Jr & J Norman Warren Lloyd G Gurley J. S. Whiteside fit Co., Inc. David B fit |o Ann Whelplej Helen fit Ben K Sharp
York County Natl Gas Auth Charles R Harper. Jr James N Williams Jr M. Lamar Young John C. Sharpe
James C. Young, Jr. James R Hendricks. Jr David K Willis Mr fit Mrs Ronald W Young Thomas E Skornschek
E Guv Hendrix Guy A. Yeargin Robert S Smith
NORTH CAROLINA W. M- Hobson OTHER Sam E. Smith/Richard Odom
E B Abrams H. L. Hoover GEORGIA James C Attawav Walton G. Snow
George W. Anderson, Jr Samuel Reid Horton, Jr William D Anderson John D Barrentine David L. Sparks
Associated Mechanical Contr. Charlie L. Hunlev Mr. fit Mrs. Robert D. Bagwell Denise A. fit David L Blanch Barham F. Thomson Jr
Atlantic Chemical Corporation Mr fit Mrs Tern A Hunt Whit Blackmon Col James E Blessing W E Vaughan
William E Bates Charles N James J. C. (Doc) Bradham Kenneth L Brewton, Jr Mr fit Mrs James F Westbrook
WE'RE IN THE YELLOW PAGES
AUTO PARTS STORES
LET US TACKLE
your car parts problems.
We Can Help at















P.O. Box 1029/Greenville, S.C. 29602/(803) 288-7060
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Tiger Paws on sweaters, shirts, jeans, towels, placemats, tablecloths, napkins! Just a few of the
ways we've thought of for you to show your stuff. We know you'll think of dozens of others. Tiger
Paws, small, medium, large—on Meyers/Arnold purchases, just 2.00 each.
meyers/arnold
85
All this . .





As an active supporter, you spend a lot of your
weekends at Clemson. Year after year renting
hard-to-find motel accommodations. Why not
enjoy the spirit of Clemson from your own home
at Keowee Key? Our Captain's Walk Villas,
Harbor Lights Townhouses and custom homes
are designed for comfort and convenience at
a realistic price. You'll find them located along
expansive fairways or nestled in secluded woods
in the heart of Keowee Key. . .a private
residential/recreational community just 14 miles
from Clemson on the shores of beautiful Lake
Keowee. You'll enjoy the 18-hole championship
golf course (home course of the Clemson Tigers
Golf Team), swimming pool, tennis courts, new
Country Club, marina, restaurant and lounge
before and after the games. . .and all year round,
too! Make every Clemson home game a real
homecoming in your own home at Keowee Key.
Call or write today for more information about
Keowee Key 1-803-944-1333
86
mm i -on- ."vrawwiu nl^Hi
Obtain the Property Report required by Federal law and read it before signing anything.
No Federal agency has judged the merits or value, if any, of this property.
This is neither an offer for sale nor a solicitation for an offer to purchase. Such offers can be made only at Keowee Key.
ee 5
custom carpet service, inc.
Creating rugs ofdisctinedonfor the Southeast
Add a personal touch to your decor with a custom
designed area rug combining your choice of colors.














Build With A Winner!
Nationally ranked in the Inc. Private 100 in 1981*
Design-Build FULL SERVICE CONTRACTOR Fast-Tracking
Industrial Commercial
Clients That Require Excellence Choose Parker







READY- MIX SAND STONE TRUCKING
COMMERCIAL RESIDENTIAL INDUSTRIAL
L. E. MILLER, JR.
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
2463 AIRPORT ROAD
NORTH CHARLESTON, S. C.




Phone. 351 - 4573
WILLIAM A. GRANT
PRESIDENT
NEW HWY. 52, SOUTH
MONCKS CORNER, S. C.
Phone: 761 - 317 5
SIX-MILE ROAD
(Off U. S. 17 North)





National Galvanizing is committed to serving the
industrial and commercial needs of the southeast by
providing quality protection of steel through hot-dip
galvanizing. That's it. Nothing fancy. No hidden costs
or clauses. We guarantee our customers quality work,
the highest performance and competitive costs. We
have no special gimmicks or secrets. There is effective
protection for steel. Tried. Proven. Economical. Long
lasting. And that's hot-dip galvanizing.
Now, about that slogan.
. . . it's all in a day's work.
That's National Galvanizing.
11VI NATIONALGALVANIZING
A DIVISION OF CHEMSiZE INC.
LOCATED ON HIGHWAY 276 WEST, TRAVELERS REST, S.C. 29690 • (803) 834-8021
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The Specialists
Specialty teams are as important
in the textile industry as they are
in football.
Kel Chemicals, Inc. is a top
ranking chemical "specialist" in
the textile industry. We produce
high quality specialty chemicals
to our customers' specifications.
And we are growing fast.
If you're a football coach, look for
an accurate placekicker. If you're
in the textile industry, look for —
'EL CHEMICALS, INC.
10 Cooper Street / Travelers Rest, SC 29690 / Phone (803) 834-7266
University Feature
The Mercenaries
They have inspired poets and driven
opponents to wearing "I Hate the Merce-
naries" T-shirts. Though student Softball
teams—from the Thunder Chickens to the
Bad News Bengals—come and go, the
Mercenaries have endured to become a
part of Clemson campus mythology.
"The Mercenaries are devastating," says
Banks McFadden, who directs Clemson's
highly popular intramural sports program.
"They've got some people who love soft-
ball and they're well-organized."
Though they have won eight intramural
championships since 1977, sweeping the
Spring, Summer and Fall competitions in
1981, the Mercenaries don't strike fear in
the hearts of opponents just by showing up
at the ball field. With an average age of 35,
the team often gets behind in the early
innings only to stage a dramatic comeback.
"I think it takes a little while for those old
bones to get warmed up," says John Idol,
who at age 50 is the team's veteran.
A professor of English and expert of
Nathaniel Hawthorne and Thomas Wolfe,
Idol has pitched for the Mercenaries since
the team was formed by a merger between
teams from liberal arts and agricultural
engineering. The team took its name from
a disgruntled physics professor, who yelled—
"You ain't nothing but a bunch of merce-
naries!"—as his team took it on the chin.
Though the name was first used in deri-
sion, it was quickly adopted by the vaga-
bond ballplayers. "I like the camaraderie of
being on a team with people from such
interesting and varied backgrounds," says
Idol. "We've had a policeman, a writer,
engineers, a mail delivery man,—we're
sort of a microcosm of the university."
More than 60 graduate students, faculty
and staff have been called Mercenaries
since it formed in 1977, though a nucleus of
nine original team members remains in
tact. They have lost only 31 games in that
time while winning 188, for a winning
percentage of .858. "Virtually every
semester I'll have some undergraduates
in one ofmy classes who have heard some-
thing about the Mercenaries," says Jerry
Davis, who plays first base and teaches
agricultural engineering. "I asked one stu-
dent who plays softball if he had heard of
the Mercenaries, and he said Yeah, that's
the bunch of old men who beat the hell out
of everybody.
"
Though some opponents have accused
the Mercenaries of taking the game too
seriously. Skip Eisiminger, who plays left
field and teaches English, thinks the team
strikes a comfortable balance between
winning and having a good time. In addi-
tion to writing poetry that's often inspired
by his experience with the Mercenaries,
Eisiminger also teaches a course on sports
and literature and often uses softball
anecdotes in class discussions. In an essay
titled "On Play and Competition," he cites
the Mercenaries "as an example of a team
that enjoys the game but takes it relatively
seriously."
Says second baseman Bon Gantt, "We're
a group of guys who enjoy winning, but we
don't let that get in the way of having
a good time." Gantt, a chemist in agri-
cultural engineering, says the team is
sometimes misunderstood. "To a lot of
people we come across as being arrogant,
but I don't think that s it at all. We're in-
tense, but not arrogant. We've been used
to winning a lot, so maybe that has some-
thing to do with it."
Team members give manager Jack Davis
credit for much of the team's success.
"You've got to have good organization to be
successful," says Gary Campbell, Clem-
son's assistant housing director. "Jack is
good at making sure that everybody knows
about the games, that everybody gets to
play, and that new people feel welcome."
Davis, who teaches agricultural engi-
neering, is not a gifted athlete. In fact, he
plays infrequently, but his organizing skill
and his knack for keeping comprehensive
statistics adds a cohesion to the Merce-
naries that many teams lack.
Some of the Mercenaries' rivals see evi-
dence that the team's dynasty may have
peaked. After sweeping three league
championships in 1981, the Mercenaries
slipped, only winning the summer league
championship in 1982. In the fall, alas, the
Mercenaries were not only defeated in the
semifinals but they were also shut out for
the first time in their history. Winning the
fall championship were the Mercenaries
archrivals, Zoology, with whom they have
carried on a long-standing and mostly
good-natured feud. (It was the captain of
Zoology who sported the "I
Hate the Mercenaries" T-shirt.) Since
their rivalry began, the Mercenaries have
won 18 games while losing six contests
to Zoology.
But dreams die hard, and as first base-
man Jerry Davis points out: "You can't
figure we're dead until the dirt s thrown
in our face and we're all covered up.
Or to put it in less vivid terms: when
spring rolls around and those old bones
start warming up, you can bet that the
Mercenaries will be staging another of
their late-inning comebacks. As any lover
of the diamond sport understands, in
spring training all things are possible
once again.
(Bottom row 1-r) Dwight Camper, Ron Gantt, VVally Bowen, Michael Rukstelis; (Top row 1-r)




Buttery soft kidskin, handsomely
handsewn, real leather soles. All for
only $70. No kidding.
FREEMAN
Sponsors of Tiger Football
on the Clemson Radio Network.
For the name of the store nearest you
Call 1-800-356-6966.
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Today s Band Program
Nov. 20, 1982
By Jill Mixon
The game the entire state of South Carolina
traditionally awaits each year is once again upon
us, and the Tiger Band is ready to join in on the
color and pageantry of the 8()th meeting be-
tween the intra-state rivals.
Tiger Band will enter Frank Howard Field to
"Sock It To Em" and "Tiger Bag" as it prepares to
kick off another exciting day of Tiger football in
The Valley. The pregame festivities include the
presentation of the colors by the Army BOTC as
the Clemson University Chorus joins Tiger
Band in "America the Beautiful." "The Star-
Spangled Banner," and the alma mater.
Tiger Band pays tribute to its 16-year director.
Dr. Bruce Farrell Cook, with the special honor
of dotting the "i." A 1954 graduate of West Texas
State and a 1965 recipient of a master's degree.
Cook joined the staff at Clemson in 1966 as in-
terim director of bands and a visiting assistant
professor. He received his DMA in 1975 from
the University of Texas at Austin. In August of
1976 Cook was named an associate professor, and
four years later he was named Director of Bands
in August of 1980. At this point Cook took over
every facet of the music program, heading up
Tiger Band, the Pep Band, and the Symphonic
Band. Dr. Cook is a member of various profes-
sional organizations and has served as a clinician
and adjudicator at many band competitions. The
native of Quanah, TX, and his wife, Patricia,
have four children.
The University of South Carolina's Band will
open the halftime show with Richard Rogers
"Slaughter on Tenth Avenue. This is the first
performance by a visiting band this season. The
Gamecock Marching Band continues its per-
formance with "Fame from the movie of the
same title, and Marvin Hamlish s "They're Play-
ing Our Song. The band, under the direction of
Jim Copenhaver and Associate Director Ken
Pouncey, then exits the field to the Carolina fight
song. Dick Goodwin is band arranger for all
presentations by the Gamecock Band.
Tiger Band's halftime show is a collection of
the most popular tunes performed this season.
Its opener will be John Chattaway s arrange-
ment of "Washington's Post," originally written
by John Phillip Sousa. Larry Kerchener's
"Sophisticated Ladies" will be today's concert
feature, and Lionel Ritchey's ballad "Still"
will be the final melody. "Still was popularized
by the Commodores and arranged for the band
by John Higgins.
In a group the size of Tiger band there are
always going to be several individuals who
emerge as leaders. Tiger band is no exception.
The 1982 student band leaders are from left to
right 1st row: Beth Ehnot, flag corps co-captain;
Cathy Anderson, drum major, B. J. Rhoades,
majorette captain; Joy Gahagan, flag corps co-
captain, 2nd Row: David Scotten, supply ser-
geant; Jimmy Thorne, head librarian; Rob
Taylor, percussion coordinator; Brenda Sturgill,
sergeant major; Anne Margaret Hughes, assist-
ant librarian; Betsy Veronee, supply sergeant;
3rd Row: Max Monroe, personnel officer; Mark
Lentz, assistant librarian; Kevin Bismack, com-
mander of the band; Scott Sommerfield, vice-
commander of the band; 4th Row: Doug Dorner,
assistant supply officer; Dan Jenkins, supply offi-
cer. Those not pictured: Tim Linburg, supply
sergeant; Mike Terry, assistant librarian; and
Larry Young, assistant librarian.
It always takes people behind the scenes to
make things run smoothly. The brothers of Ep-
silson Mu (Equipment Managers) give many
hours of hard work and devotion to make sure
Tiger Band's halftime show is a successful one.
Tiger Band managers are: senior Joe Bullard,
graduate student Fred Dantzler, senior John
Goodwin, junior Jay Rowe, and senior Andy
Smith.
The Tiger Band then concludes the halftime
show with the song that shakes the Southland
—
"Tiger Rag," as it exits the field to start another








locations all 01 ^erSouth Carolina.
South Carolina National
Fort Hill Road, acrossfrom tl.ie Calhoun Mansion MemberFD1C
THE CLEMSON TIGER PAW FLAG
FLY IT WITH PRIDE
What a great year for the
Clemson Tigers! And what
better way to celebrate the
Tigers' successes than to
fly a 3' x 5' Clemson Tiger
Paw Flag!
Order your flag today! The
Clemson Tiger Paw Flag is
also a great gift for your
Tiger friends and business
acquaintances.
The flag is reinforced and
has strong metal grommets
for years of proven wear.
The Tiger Paw is screened
in white on a brilliant
Clemson orange field.
NEW!!
PLEASE SEND ME: CLEMSON Tiger Paw Flag(s)
I have enclosed my check* or money order for $30.00 (plus $1.05
postage and handling plus $1.20 S C. sales tax) for each flag.




1 1 'Make Check Payable To
P. O. Box 3978
Greenville, S. C. 29608
TEL. (803) 242-5262
The Clemson Tiger Paw Boat
Flag is a great way to put some
"Paw Power" on your boat, car,
trailer or wherever you want to
show people that you support
the Tigers.
Designed with metal grommets,
the 12" x 18" boat flag is
perfect for aluminum light
staffs, trailer ladders or car
antennas.
Don't Paws! Order Today!
To order your CLEMSON Tiger
Paw Boat Flag, send your check
or money order for $9.00
(plus $.39 postage and
handling plus $.36 S C. sales
tax) for each flag.
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Anthony, 21, is one
of many veteran Tigers
who came out of no-
where to play a key role
in the success of the
1982 team. After never
starting a game in his
first three seasons, the 6-3, 235-pound de-
fensive tackle got his chance against Duke.
An injury to Dan Benish had forced the
All-America candidate out of action and
Anthony got the call. He had three stops in
his first game as a starter and received
accolades from Coach Danny Ford in his
post-game press conference. The articulate
senior played in nine of the 12 games for
the national champions. The former Reids-
ville High star who earned an incredible 15




Mayberry, 22, is the
quickest offensive inte-
rior lineman on the
team as he runs the 40
in 4.84. And, this
quickness has been
very helpful to the
Clemson rushing and passing attack this
season as the starting tackle who has
started every game this season is one of
the reasons Clemson quarterbacks have
been sacked only an average of 1.3 times a
game this season. He saw considerable ac-
tion in the Orange Bowl last season and was
a part-time starter much of the national
championship season until an ankle injury
slowed his progress. The former Hickory




Martin, 21, is Clem-
son s answer to the
m o d e r n day w e d g
e
wrecker. The fiesty 5-7
player (smallest on the
team), is one of the top
special teams tacklers
and one of the best at getting in blockers
ways on punt and kickoff return situa-
tions. He has played in every game the last
couple of seasons and the walkon will earn
another letter this season. He has seen
some playing time in the secondary with
all the injuries suffered at that area and he
has had to come into some pressured situa-
tions and has responded well. The former





figured to be an all-
conference choice at
Clemson, but he has
made a solid contribu-
tion for four seasons. A
walkon who has stuck it
out for four seasons, Frierson has been a
member of the special teams this season
and has seen some action at guard on of-
fense. He has made significant improve-
ment every season and has been a mem-
ber of the traveling squad this year. The





be the best backup
punter in the South.
There probably is not a
reserve punter in the
nation with his average,
45.7, or with his expe-
rience. He was the Tigers man at that posi-
tion in 1980 and had a healthy 38.5-yard
average. He had 52 punts that season and
only 19 of them were returned, as he con-
centrated on hang time. As a reserve the
last couple of years he has shown his
wares and averaged 48 yards a boot in the
Virginia contest in Charlottesville this
season. In his entire career he has had
only one boot blocked and has a net
punting figure over 37 yards. The former
Wade Hampton High star is majoring in
administrative management.
^^^^ Brian ButcherM Ik Roswell, GA
JH Butcher, 22, is one of
1^*^ the major c auses tor the
jB^SL/ mistakes made by pre-
j^SLm scason prognosticators
I about Clemson this
summer. Kveryone said
^^^"™"^"" Clemson s offensive
line would be weak because four starters
had been lost off the national championship
team. But, Butcher has helped to prove
them wrong as the 6-5, 255-pounder has
been a solid blocker all season. He is a
major reason Clemson has been in the top
10 in the nation in rushing offense all sea-
son. A starter in every game this season, he
has also worked at tight end during his
career at Clemson. Now the top-flight
guard is one of the top blockers on Clem-
son sweeps. He had his finest game against
Kentucky when he graded out in the
eighties by the Clemson coaches. The
starting right guard is a sociology major.
Gary Brown
Philadelphia, TN
Brown, 22, might be
referred to as the prodi-
gal son of the Clemson
w» team, or at least of the
V| I starting lineup. A first-
^fc> V , string tackle as a
* freshman and a sopho-
more, Brown lost his starting role as a
junior. But, in 1982 he has returned as a
starter and keyed an offensive line that
has averaged over 260 yards per game
on the ground. His experience has been
a factor in Clemson's success this season.
He has started every game in 1982 and
has over 30 starts in his career. His best
game of 1981 came in the Orange Bowl
when he blocked well on 50 plays against
Nebraska's tough front line. In his fifth
season at Clemson because of a knee injury
suffered in 1978, Brown in the cousin of
former Clemson star linebacker Bubba




Meeks, 21, is another
reliable senior who
waited in the wings for
four years before break-
ing into the lineup. Af-
ter barely seeing action
in his first three sea-
sons, the 207-pound middle guard (more
than 100 pounds lighter than William
Perry who plays the same position) has
been in nearly every game in the middle of
the line, giving the Devane-Perry tandem
a needed rest. His quickness is his major
asset. The three-sport letterman at Belton-
Honea Path High School is a ceramic engi-
neering major at Clemson.
Jim Wurst
Atlanta, GA
Wurst, 21, has been
coming in on third-and-
short for three seasons
now and unceremo-
niously doing a great
job. A tight end, Wurst
has never caught a var-
sity pass and hasn't had any thrown his way
either. Over last summer he gained 20
pounds to improve his blocking ability and
it has worked well as he is one of the major
reasons Clemson is one of the deepest
teams in the country at tight end. He has
been an off and on starter for the last couple
of seasons. The Lakeside High star caught
30 passes in high school and was chosen
the outstanding athlete of his high school.
The three-time letterman is studying
agricultural engineering at Clemson.
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THE BEST OF THE GREATS
OVER FOUR DECADES OF THE GREATEST RIVALRY
CAROLINA-CLEMSON FOOTBALL,
with Fond Recollections
Steve Fuller . . . George Rogers . . . Bennie Cunningham . . .
Lou Sossamon . . . Steve Wadiak . . . Charlie Timmons . . . Fred Cone
. . . Jeff Grantz . . . Bishop Strickland . . . King Dixon ... Bo Hagen
. . . Buddy Gore . . . Alex Hawkins . . . Billy Gambrell . . .
George Butler . . . Tommy Suggs . . . Randy Chastain . . .
Bobby Gage . . . Richey Bell . . . Joe Bostic . . . Stan Spears
. . . Charlie Waters . . . Kevin Long . . . Bobby Bryant . . . Jerry Butler
. . . Banks McFadden . . . Warren Muir . . . Warren Geise ... & Others
50 Minutes On VIDEOTAPE CASSETTES 50 Minutes
Order from: D. E. Sports Productions Inc.
%Clemson Univ. Athletic Dept.
P.O. Box 31
Clemson, SC 29633
Please send copy(ies) of the Great Football Rivalry (5 $54.50 each. Price includes sales
tax, postage and handling.






MasterCard # U Money Order
Expiration Date:
Authorized Signature




























Christiana Mixson Sheryl Pitts





























THROUGHOUT THE YEAR WE RECEIVE
NUMEROUS REQUESTS AND LETTERS OF
PRAISE FROM YOU. IT IS ALWAYS GREAT
TO HEAR FROM OUR NUMBER ONE SUP-
PORTERS. THANKS FOR YOUR INTEREST
THIS YEAR.
EDITOR: KIM KELLY,
CLEMSON SPORTS INFO. DEPT.
A YUGOSLAVIAN VOTE OF CONFIDENCE
Hello Mr. Danny Ford 1
My name is Vitoslav and I live in one small
town in Slovenia- Yugoslavia. I found some infor-
mations about your team in one sport magazin.
Your team- Tigers is best team "University in
U.S.A. In my country is a more popular soccer
than rugby. Please Mr. Ford send me some in-
formations about players- specialy about Homer
Jordan, Danny Triplett, Terry Kinard, James
Farr and Donald Igwebuike. Send me please
some informations about your coaching carear
Mr. Ford and about Clemson University. It is a
chance send me please one old of your team
uneccessary football T-shirt with name your
team or University-Clemson. Thank you for all
and A lot of Best wishes in football season 1982
Send me please result's with Georgia University,




A FAN OF THE CLEMSON BEARS
Dear Sir of Madem:
I am a great tan of Clemson. Clemson s foot-
ball team is my favorite college team in the na-
tion. I love to watch the Clemson Bears play. It
was great when they won it all last year, and I
think they can do it all again this year. I would
like to get a better look at Clemson s players and
staff. Could you please send me a media guide of
the Bears, and possibly some photos. I would




WE CAN AND WE WILL
To the 1982 football squad:
1 think it is about time tor me to drop these few
words ofcongratulations and reminders to mem-
bers of the Tiger football team for their wonder-
ful performance so far.
Whether we realize it or not, it is virtually
certain that we have an important ball game
tomorrow. The unknown is apt to rouse fear in
our minds. It will lead us to new tasks, obliga-
tions, dedication, and greater service. Unchar-
tered results seem to be ahead lor all of us. But
God says, "I will provide you with strength that
is adequate at all times."
Fellow players, I have been there before and I
know partially what s going through your minds.
The only word is dedication—the efficacy of
which is an improved standard of play and a
greater number of victories registered. Doubt-
lessly, we have the players—young at heart and
in spirit, supposed to be fast in movement, tal-
ented and reasonable enough to comprehend
what the able coaches at our disposition are al-
ways try ing to infuse into our sense of the game.
What else do we lack':'
Let me be as brief as possible. For the seniors,
this is the time when your leadership is most
needed. Get the team together, show good ex-
amples.
Always remember that a team with a good
team spirit is never beaten until the final
whistle goes—they will fight and stage the most
thrilling rallies.
Go get them Tigers!!! Good luck and God
bless you all.
Your former fellow player,
Obed C. Ann
P S. Couple of reminders:
1) Don't fumble the ball
2) Be physical
3) Special teams—run your route and gang tackle
4) Have fun and pride in yourselves




est By Dr. H. Vigodsky
1. He scored the game s only points and recov-
ered a USC fumble in the end zone to stop a
drive as Clemson won 7-0 in the 1956 Big
Thursday clash:
(A) Joel Wells (C) Charlie Bussey
(B) Rudy Hayes (D) Mike Dukes
2. He passed for 162 yards, two TD s and a
two-point conversion to lead the Tigers over
USC 27-0 in 1959 in final Big Thursday:
(A) Harvey White (C) Charlie Busses
(B) Lowndes Shingler (D) Bill Barbary
3. He pulled a fumble out of mid-air and
scored from 12 yards as Clemson routed the
Gamecocks 35-10 in 1966 in Death Valley:
(A) Wayne Mass (C) Larry Keys
(B) Harry Olszewski (D) Gary Arthur
4. He ran for 189 yards and a TD as Clemson
won the ACC title with a 23-12 win over
USC in the 1967 game in Columbia:
(A) Jacky Jackson (C) Buddy Gore
(B) Ray Yauger (D) Hugh Mauldin
5. He broke two tackles to score the winning
touchdown from the one-yard line as the
Tigers upset USC 17-7 in 1971 in Columbia:
(A) Ricky Gilstrap (C) Wade Hughes
(B) Heide Davis (D) Smiley Sanders
6. He stopped USC's two-point conversion
pass to preserve Clemson s 7-6 win in 1972
in the sleet and rain in Death Valley:
(A) Jimmy Williamson (C) Willie Anderson
(B) Jimmy Ness (D) Ben Anderson
7. He rushed for 197 yards and a TD as the
Tigers roasted the Gamecocks 39-21 in the
Valley in 1974:
(A) Toni Mathews (C) Don Testerman
(B) Ken Callicutt (D) Leon Hope
8. He was selected the Associated Press Na-
tional Lineman-of-the-Week tor his play in
Clemson's 1974 win over USC:
(A) Jimmy Williamson (C) Willie Anderson
(B) G. G. Galloway (D) Nelson Wallace
9. He scored two first quarter TD s as the Ti-
gers upset USC 28-9 in the Valley in 1976:
(A) Steve Fuller (C) Harold Goggins
(B) Tracy Perry (D) Warren Ratchford
10. He kicked a 24-yard field goal with 142
remaining to give Clemson a 20-17 win over
the Gamecocks in 1962:
(A) Frank Pearce (C) Eddie Werntz
(B) Don Barfield (D) Rodney Rogers
11. All but one of the following ran for over 100
yards as the Tigers rolled over USC 41-23
in 1978:
(A) Tracy Perry (C) Steve Fuller
(B) Lester Brown iD) Marvin Sims
12. His two interceptions sparked Clemson
to a 27-6 upset win over the Gamecocks
in 1980:
(A) Terry Kinard (C) Steve Ryan
(B) Willie Underwood (D) Eddie Geathers
13. He led Clemson over South Carolina by
scoring three TD s in 1978 s 41-23 win:
(A) Lester Brown (C) Steve Fuller
(B) Jerry Butler (D) Warren Ratchford
14. He scored two TD s, one rushing and one
receiving, as the Tigers routed USC 27-0 in
1959 s Big Thursday finale:
(A) George Usry (C) Bill Mathis
(B) Harry Pavilack (D) Doug Cline
15. He scored twoTD s and set up a third with a
48-yard run as the Tigers rolled over USC
35-10 in 1966:
(A) Jacky Jackson (C) Bo Rufrner
(B) Buddy Gore (D) Jay Cooper
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ADDITIONAL $2,000 IPTAY DONORS
A. D. Amick Memorial
Batesburg, SC
Walnut Grove Auction Sales, Inc. Boh Baker James P. Clamp










We'd like to solute the entire
sports program of Clemson.
And all the athletes and coaches
who are part of it.
We're proud to be Tiger support-
ers, and proud to be part of the
Clemson community.
Visit Wendy's in Clemson on U.S.
1 23 West, and other Wendy's res-
taurants in these cities:
Anderson Hendersonville, N.C.







Our list of clients says a lot
about the way we do business...
Union Carbide Corporation • R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company • Wade Hampton Shopping Center
Jeffrey Manufacturing • International Business Machines Corporation • General Tire & Rubber Company
Firestone Tire and Rubber Company • J. P. Stevens & Company, Inc. • Zimmer AG • Pharmaseal
M. Lowenstein & Sons, Inc. • Parsons & Whittemore, Inc. • Ethyl Corporation • Ingersoll-Rand Company
Dunlop Tire and Rubber Corporation • Amoco Chemical Corporation • Velsicol Chemical Corporation
Indian Head, Inc. • Andrews Wire Corporation • Abney Mills • Greenville Technical Education Center
Steel Heddle Manufacturing Company • Orders Tile & Distributing Company, Inc. • Corps of Engineers
Laurens Glass, Inc. • The B.F. Goodrich Company • American Air Filter Company, Inc. • Hercules, Inc.
Stonecutter Mills Corporation
Aluminum Company of America
North Carolina State University
Stauffer Chemical Company
Air Products & Chemicals, Inc.
Celanese Fibers Corporation




Tanner of North Carolina
Foote Mineral Company
American Enka Company









P.O. Box 6508 2323 South Voss Rd.
Greenville, SC 29606 Houston, Texas 77057
(803) 242-6960 (713) 782-9254
Tennessee Eastman Company
Stearns & Foster Company
Champlin Petroleum Company
Carolina Eastman Company
Byrd Furniture Company, Inc.













Mount Vernon Mills, Inc.
Self Memorial HospitalCannon Mills Company
Geer Drug Company • Fairhaven Mills, Inc. • Bigelow-Sanford, Inc. • Carolina Rubber Hose Company
Milliken & Company • Clemson University • Brookline Carpets, Inc. • James Hunter Machine Company
Reeves Brothers, Inc. • The Kendall Company • Duke Power Company • Allied Chemical Corporation
Texfi Industries, Inc. • Henderson Advertising Agency, Inc. • Greenwood Mills • Sangamo Weston, Inc.
Lockwood Greene Engineers, Inc. • Eaton Corporation • Southern Bell Telephones Telegraph Company
Carolina Power and Light Company • Crompton & Knowles Corporation • Jacobs Manufacturing Company
Timken Company • Georgetown Ferreduction Corporation • Dan River, Inc. • Olin Corporation
Caine Company • McAlister Square Shopping Center • Texprint, Inc. • Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Federal Paper Board Company, Inc. • South Carolina Public Service Authority • Style-Crafters, Inc.
First Federal Savings & Loan Association • Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company • Charles S. Tanner
Georgetown Steel Corporation • Alumaxjnc. • GAF Corporation • Kerr Glass Manufacturing Company
Columbia Nitrogen Corporation & Nipro, Inc. • FMC Corporation • Kendall Company • Clinton Mills
